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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an effort to verify a conjecture of 
E. Thomas, naiely the following :
Given a smooth, orientable, connected and closed manifold 
satisfying the following conditions:
(A) K is an (odd) n-dimensional manifold which is (k-2)- 
connected where k is a positive integer satisfying 
k « n/2 , ^ (n)
where (>(n) = 2fe+8a-1 if (n+1) = 2^a+b.(odd integer), CsJbsiJ ; 
and (B) w^ .  ^(K) = w (H) = 0 and either
wn_k+i (H) = 0 or {wn_k(ll) = 0 where & is the Boc- 
kstein coboundary operator associated with the sequence 
o — > 2 Z — > 22 — >0, depending on when n-k is odd or even.
Then 1 admits k linearly independent tangent vector fields 
without singularities.
The case k=7 is studied in detail and the conjecture is 
shown to be true in this case. The method follows Lahowald and 
E. Thomas' approach to lifting a map. Roughly speaking, we con­
sider this as a lifting problem: namely, finding a lifting of 
the classifying map of the tangent bundle (considered as a spin
bundle),'1:1-1— >B3Pin to BSpin „. The proof works as followsn i W
first vie consider 't:F— » BSpin as a nap from K to 3Spin [V]n 11
where BSpin^CsJ is the 7-connective covering over BSpinn ; and 
vie seek lifting of this map to BSpin ["s"]. An n-KPT is
iv
constructed for the fibration 33pinn_^[a]--- >33pinn [3]. An
admissible class theorem is proved, which, enables the ident­
ification of the final obstruction to lifting as a tertiary 
cohomology operation © *  of degree n, valid only on integral 
classej, applied to the Thom class U^ . of the tangent bundle 
of M with zero indeterminacy. Following ililnor, we consider 
the Thom class as U £ Hn (?IxK). 'ie consider another operation 
XL which contains ©  ; and we show that XL (U ) = ©  (U ) 
modulo zero indeterminacy. IText we show that there is a decom­
position XT = A +1 A where A £ Hn (IixI-7) and i :H*(KxII)— >H*(IIxIl) 
is induced by the map that interchanges the factors. Te 
observe that At is defined on A. Hence XI{ U ) = 0  which 
implies that £i (Ut) = 0 . Thus the existence of a lifting 
of T to follows.
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classifying: space for the n-dimensional orthogonal group C( n).
She associated k—frame bundle to the universal n—plane bundle
over BO is well known to be the same as the inclusion BO r- n n-k
—♦30 . Thus by the pullback prorerty, S, has a section iff
the classifying map Tj.:U— >B0^ of the tangent bundle lifts to 
BO ^ . V'e will need therefore a Postnikov resolution for the 
fibre.t ion, BC^ -jp— > 30^ P7]. ince the manifold we consider will
Post-
jr f
f*1
mi
f ;■is r * •n e. V
30(n). H i
y/ •
(
V ,
' , where T is the Thom complex of the tangent
Tho aim of this work is to prove 13. Thomas' conjecture 
( see i(1 below ) for the case when k is seven and the dimen­
sion of the manifold is congruent to seven modulo eight and 
is greater or equal to fifteen. The method follows Thonas- 
Kahowald approach to lifting. It is shown that the obstruc­
tion to the existence of a 7-field is given by a tertiary 
cohomology operation of degree n on the Thom class U- of 
tho tangent bundle of the manifold in question. There is a 
map giV'xV—
bundle, which pinches the complement of a tubular neighbour­
hood of the diagonal in ITxT’ to a point. \fe observe that 
±1 *(U ) = 0 iff jQ 'g (U )) = 0 where Q. is the corresponding 
tertiary cohomology operation associated with similar relat- 
ion which determined SL* bu.t which hold on all nod 2 classes.
zero modulo—  - i,
sero indeterminacy.
In Chanter 2» t' Jo-invariantz for the second stage o ' 
a rnodifie' Postni.kov tower is relat ed to some secondary coho­
mology on vr .tier s the Thor* complex. The computation of some
The proof consists of showing that SL(c (T’—) ) is
of the soe r ’ • r ' oraolog\r r>Xhorations is conti
5 and a •.dni -.8ible cla.ss theorem is
Chapter 4. rnlu obs.tr■oction is identified :
( stable  ^ oo’ • orsolo *j op er:atio-o (5) ( valid only
classes ) applied l. v  • modific.-tion of this
is then made in Chapter 5 and it i3 shown that the new oper­
ation also detects the final obstruction and that it is zero 
on U . Hence the existence of 7 linearly independent tangent 
vector fields follows. We close the chapter with an observa­
tion that the dual operation of ©  is always zero on
U__ . roT the Thom class of the universal H-plane bundle B3pin,j[ 8J
over 3Spin.T[8j when N >  1 5«
Throughout this dissertation cohomology will always be 
ordinary cohomology with coefficients in mod 2 integers unless 
otherwise specified. The manifold I' wild always be connected, 
closed, orientable and smooth, n will always denote the dimen­
sion of II. The following conventional notation is used. 
will always denote the fundamental class of an Hilenberg- 
KacLane complex of type (Tf, o) for any Abelian group IT and 
any positive integer q , or a component of a generalized _2il- 
enberg-I lac Lane complex ( i.e. a product of Silenberg-KacLane 
complexes of type (tt, k), where T  is a cyclic Abelian group 
of prime order '. H'(29,k) will sometimes be denoted by Zjc 
( Bilenberg-uacLane complex of type (Z?,k) ) and K(Z,k) by 
The integers are denoted by Z as is assumed above and 
mod p integers by for p a prime. All maps are continuous.
CONDITION (A). II is (k-2)-connected, i.e. TT^(I-I)=0 for 
0 s; i < k-2 .
CONDITION (B). The (k-1)th end kth mod 2 Stiefel-Whitney cla-
cses of the tangent bundle of I' satisfy 
wk-i (r)=wk(i:)=o
m d  either the (n-k+1 mod 2 Stiefel Vhitney class 
'n-k+1 (I )=0 or the (n-k+1) integral Stiefel './hitney class 
'•! v, a (I’)= &■/ . (r)=0 denen'in- on ’lien n-k is odd or even.n—Ki-1 n—k.
Then the ,'hor.rs conjecture is as follows.
COITJdCTUHE (B. TliCI'AS). upnose M satisfy conditions (A) 
and (B) rith k • < (^n)=T°+i?c.-i) vhere (n+1 )=2^a+bx(odd
integer) an 0 < b a 3. Than I' admits a k-field without 
singularities.
1.1. . :;iv c histories 1 note on this particular con­
jecture. The ro: .er -..ho is interested in related conjectures 
hon.ld consult .Themas excellent purvey article [3Ö) . V7e diyr— 
■ li' T1 ' hpo:.-u..;o the conjecture should be viewed at tope-
5In 19?7, H. Hopf LH] proved a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a compact manifold I" to admit a vector field, 
namely that II admits a 1-field iff the Euler characteristic of 
I: vanishes. However it is easily seen by Poincare duality that 
if K is an odd-dimen3ional manifold then the Euler character­
istic, 3^ (11) = 0. After that little was dons to prove the exis­
tence of 2-fields and 3-fields on manifolds in general except 
for low dimensional manifolds. In low dimensions we have the 
following.
Dimension 3. (Stiefel, 1936, [27] ) Every orientable 3-nianif-
old is parallelizable, i.e. the tangent bundle is trivial. 
Dimension 5. ( E. Thomas, 1968, Q>1] )
1. let Span(IT) be the maximal number of linearly indep-
A
endent tangent vector fields on IT. Then Span (IT) ^  2 if X->(H)
= 0 where Xo(I") = mi din (IT; Z.,) mod 2 is the semi-
Kervaire characteristic.
2. Suppose HA(I!;Z) has no element of order 2 and Span(Il) 
T5- 2 . Then J pan (IT) >  3 iff I' satisfies the following, namely, 
that there exists a. class x € H*'(II;Z) such that x~ = Ej (IT)
(= the first Pontryrgin class), x mod 2 - w^Cn).
3. Suppose II" (IT; Z) has no element of order 2. Then IT is
A
par-, llelizrblo iff w2(l )=C, ?. (II) =C and XpC') =0.
Dimension 7- (D. Thomas, 1968, [32])
Every orientable manifold hes
Suppose H (II;Z) has no element of order two. Then,
1. If K is a spin manifold ( i.e. w^  (i:)=w2(K)=0 )
Span(II) 4 .
2. Span(i:) 5 iff there exists a class x € H2(II;Z)
2such that x =P^ (K) and x nod 2 = w2(l).
3. I' is parallel!sable iff w0 (h)=P^ (I )=0 .
So we observe from the above that in low dimensions some­
thing stronger is actually true. ;,'e refer the reader to Thomas 
[30] for conjectures that give a generaliaation of what nay 
happen also in higher dimensions.
Since Ç(n)=1 for n = 1 or 5 mo' ", Ç(n)=3 for n = 3 nod 8 
and Ç (n) 5^7 for n s 7 mod ", the conjecture is true in dimen­
sions 4 7 .
S. .homes in 1967 disposed o th . conjecture for the case 
n = 3 mod 4 and 2 ^ k ^ 3 in general. I.assey [19] had shown 
that if n = 3 mod 4 then wn(I )= (- 0(I )=0 and that
6wn_3 (l )=C ( where & is the Doc!::,ten coho n.iary operator
asscci£.ted ■with the exc ct ceox.ene
so that the pr~:rirf.x'7/ obs■î* TT•étions
end 3-~n old3 vrnish, V'e prxt rise
uding those on A, 3 and 6 - field,
Dirons ion 0 I ' = 3 nod A V, rj
1. ':rrn(r) >■ #
0 )
2. If r is a spin manifold then Ipan(r) 3
3. If din K = 7 mod 8 15 and if for E is (k-2)-
connected nod 2 end that w.(r)=0 , then Span(Il) k .
The methods used in solving (1), (2) and (3) above invo­
lve identifying the obstructions via twisted secondary cohomo— 
gy operations using a ' generating class * theorem. Observa­
tions were then made that they reduce to Adams-I'aunder operat­
ions [21] and finally they were shown to be zero. In Thomas 
[32] use is made of secondary cohomology operations on the Thom 
class of the tangent bundle to identify the final obstruction. 
The proof there consists of showing that the operation is zero 
modulo zero terminacy.
; tiyah-Tupont [3] has proved a much stronger result, namely 
, that for every Id of dimension 5 3 nod 4^-7 3 pan (I) >-3 .
Their method uses re-1 Id-theory of stunted projective spaces.
According to ! assey £1 °] , jvrn_^(i:)=0. Thus there exists a 3-
ficlds on h with finite singularities. They identified the 
local obstructions that lie in  ^(V^ ~), via a. construction 
in i:R1(P~,J0) by 0! T n_1'Vr ^.)---* 1111 (P^Iq ) which was shown
t' be cn isomo" nhj.sm ( V , is the Stiefel manifold of k-11 f rC
frame in n dimensional real space ). t was shown that the 
imago is given by the index of an element, constructed by 
wain" any 3-fields with finite singularities, in 
1111 (iTT'x (1 v,I_)). They observed that it ctu- lly corns from
K-t^iP , P,.) which is zero and hence the existence of a 3-fields
co U
without s inyulari t ies.
1.1.3. Définit ion. Suppose -->E -'ir ->B is a fibration
with the fibre, F, (n-1)-connected and suppose for convenience 
that B is 3imply connected as we shall be dealing only with 
fibrations with the base space simply connected. Let 
1 <  n(1 ) <  n(2) < ••• <  n( j) <  •••
be such that TT^. ^ (F) ^ 0 for all i and H\(F)=0 if j ^ n(i) 
for some i . Then a I-Toore-Postnikov tower is a sequence of 
principal fibrations, { p., tS1— * E 1-‘ } and maps { q.^  : S —
E^j such that
(i) p±o q± = qi_1 . E° = 3, qc = tt ;
(ii) "he fibre of o_. , P1, eat4ef1 es
or simply the k-invariante for the tower
9(1.1.4)
l:1
2i_—-- U  i:(Tn(i)>n(i)+l)
B q
k
1.1.5.Definition. Let -> a
-+nrn{2)M 2 ) +i)
i
-> - ( TT^  ^  j t n (1 ) +1 )
—>3 be a fibration with
3 a imply connected and If.. (F) be finitely generated for each i.
Consider the I'oore-Postnikov tower for the fibration as given 
by Definition 1.1.3 and ve ure the notation of 1.1.3 in what 
foPlows.
Suppose X ic s apace ni’ ^ : X --- >3 is a nap such that
| (h^)-0 . Then  ^lifts to 3' and the obstruction to lifting 
5 o ?/- is the k-invr r* ant ?or the 11 "t?n-~ and is the set
k¿(J) = | f*(k2) 
^ to
a lifting of
If n(2)+1 <  n(l)+Conn(B), then k2(^ ) is a coset modulo
l71 = U { (i^h) (k2) | h:X----iflff,}
•'here = K(TT^  ^  ^,n( 1 ) + 1) end i1 :QP1--->31 is the inclusion
of the fibre in the total space. ki+1(£) is defined if {0} €
' t
k1( ^  If n(t)+1 <  n(t-1 )+Conn(B) for 2 ^  t ^  i, then k1^) is 
a coset modulo
(1.1.6) fT . = u |g*(ki+1 ) | g:X— >Ei a lifting of
h h n h ,X ---* H e . ---* B1 } .J- ■
In general the structure of k (£) is either unknown or 
rather complicated. See Table 1.2.8 for example.
10
where the union i.r- taken over ■'ll h: "I--->0.0^  such that
(i,»h) '(k2) = 0 and jO} € k^j.^h) fcr j ^ i.
1.1,7. Suppose we have a loore-.' ostnikov tower for the
fibration, V --- > BSC) .---> 300 for n >  lc >  2 and k <  n/2n y k n-K n
where 7^ ^ i the Otiefel nenifold of k-frame in n-dimen3ional 
real space. Let K be a (k-2)-connected n-Iimonsional smooth
> orientable, closed and connected me niTold. Then Poincare 
duality and the universal coefficient theorem apply to give 
that 11^ (7 ;R) ~ 0 for n-k-i-2 < t « n-1. Suppose ¿w . (I )=0 ifn-k
n-1: is even or w ,  ^(r) = 0 if n-1: is odd; then the classify- 
i n n a p ,  X :I - --^330 , for the ten -ent bun le of II lifts to
an' by the remark above it must lift to 73 ^ -^ here
n(j)+1 < n-1 <  n(j+1)+1.
'cte that j =£ k-1. k ^ 1 (x) is the final obstruction and X  
lifts to ". iff {0} £ k*^ 1 ^ (X). ( "'his is also true for a
nap, t:X-- >330,,, from a Of confie:: of dimension n to 33C ,/ XI " 11
where ,{ is (l:-2,-connected c,r.d *^(lc') = 0. )
e call this the sin-le obstruction to lifting » If k >  5 
it is a coset modulo
T V i  - S*(k3+1) | g:ll- 
h
— ♦HP!
>3J, a lifting of
311
where tho union is taken over all h:I' ■rUsually
n(j+l)+1 = n and the single obstruction is non-trivial.
"j* This follows from the connectivity condition on M. The 
reason for calling (t) to be the single obstruction will 
be clearer after ^1.2.
mamm
P%(T„,k>B
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1.1.8. Let n and k be positive integers such that 
n >  k >  2 and k <  n/2. Using Serre theory we see that if 
n-k is odd and p is an odd prime then
0 for n od and i< 2(n-k)+2p-2 
0 for n even and i <  min( n-1,2 
2(n-k)+1)+2p-3
therefore through dimension n the question of the odd primary 
k-inverients occuring does not prise and we can modify the tow-
er to decompose each fibration, B --- > 3~ where i ^ j+T and
n(j)+1 «n-1 <n(J-:-l) + 1, into a sequence of principal fibrations 
with mod 2 k-invrri'nts. This is due to I-Iahowald-Gitler [l 2] 
and is sketched in §2
But if n-k is even p TT(n_k)+2p_3(Vn>k) - 2p which implies 
that we may have no", p k-invariants possibly occuring in 
dimensions « n. From the fibration,
;n-l:+1 ,1 vn ,k-1,
-1-1-Olio exact sequence of homotopjr roup3
_-V!n-k+1,
>
1 _v T —1► n- 1<Tr.,k>--- >T n-1 <Yn
o f-T•1 1 'n:,k-1 } 1s 2-princry an!
4-1- .oil.
‘ocU. [37] , ITp n-I«St(p_■) )-1 (Yn-k+1, t>!“ Z]
for n odd and k « 9 there is no odd P—1
iants occuring in dimension n. However, if k = 11 then we have 
•: nod 3 k-invariants occuring in dimension n por n odd.
m
k
12
REMARK. According to I'ahowald—Copelsnd [18] , the odd ob­
structions in dimensions « 2(n-k)-1 always vt^nish for any^tX—  
---->BSOn w^03e Primary obstruction vanishes. Thus , if the di­
mension of X is less than or equal to 2(n-lc)-1 , then the mod 
2 modified Postnikov tower is the relevant one to study the 
lifting problem of ^ to BSOn_k . We refer the reader to the abo­
ve paper.
1.1.9. Below we list some of the homotopy groups to be 
killed ( see G. Paechter [2a] , Hoo-I'ahowald [13]). We assume 
k >  6 and k <  n/2.
n = 3(8) TABLE 1.1.10. of 3-)» iSn-k+5 and k =. t(8)
n-lc n-k+1 n-k+2 n-k+3 n-I:+4 n-k+5
1 Z Z4 0 Z 2
rj¿jry Z16
5 if¿J Z4 0
■7
-*2 0 Zoo
3 <7a z2+z2 Z2+Z2 Z24'1 J8
7 0
7 z 34+34S Z 2 0
2 7 Z2 •7¿'oO Z 2 0 Z 2
6 2 2 Z 2 <-* O Z2 0 0
4 z2 0 Z2 Z 2 Z8 Z 2
8 Z2 0
Z1
Zz-^ +Zo rr^1 6 ' Z2
mn == V(8)tA3L3 1.1.11. oi1Ti (7n>k), iin-k+5 and k 2 t (3)
13
s
n-k n-k+1 n-k+2 n-k+3 n-k+4 n-k+5 n-k+6
1 Z Z4 0 zt2 0 Z8
5 Z Z4 0 Z12 Z2 Z16
5 z Z2+Z2 Z2+32 Z4+Z48 Z2 0
7 z z2+z2 Zq+Z^ Z8+ Z 24 Z2 0 Z2+Z2k=7
2 Z2 z2 Z8 Z2 0 0
6 z„<L Zot— Z8 Z2 0 Z2
4 Z2 0 Z2 Z 2+  ^2 Z16 Z2
8 z2 0 z2 • fy "2 Z8 Z2
§1.2. Tho I odified Postnikov Pov/ers of I>i. Ilahovald
1.2.1. Jefinition. A t-nodifiec. '■ ostnikov tower (t-HPT )
for thè fibration,
<ln-pn -jn-1---► .ù -
-*S----*B, i: a sequence of fibrations,
and maps, { P±:3— —  7
(D c'r* pi ~ P-t-1 »
(2) thè fibre of q.
lane spac 3 0 , i:(ir ,k) ubo:
end (3) thè fibre of p
and if t : c is t]
->31-
} 1<r, , such thet 
- P0 = 11 ;
3 ,
»0
prine and k <  t;
i3 trivial for s *4 t .
By renarle 1.1.2. uè shall ignoro thè mod p k-invari anta 
for odd prime p and construct a n-i PP follouing rahovmld [17]
14
( We can in fact obtain a MPT through dimension 2(n-k) for 
the fibration, V ,7---- >B3C) ---- ► SCO ). First we recall the
* 1  f  jX i l* “  A i X I
the following observation of F. Adams:
1.2.2. Theorem ( Adams [2], pp. 62 ). Let Ar = algebra
j»
generated by 1 V .  V ..... H  ) when r is finite; Am  =£&2)
the mod 2 Steenrod algebra and Aq is the exterior algebra 
generated by Sc^  . Suppose L is a left Ar-module such that L is 
free left module over AQ and L. = 0 for t <  j. Then
A
Tors^t(Z2'L') °‘nd SstAs»t(I,,Z2) are zero if t <  j + T(s) where 
T(s) is the numerical function defined by
T ( 4 0  = 12q ,
T(4l+1) = 12q+2 , 
T(4q+2) = 12q+4 and 
T(4q+3j = 1 2 q+7 ;
that ■the homomorphisms (change of ring )induced by — ■+Ar,
L* :
n
xor^ 0.( 9^».-)b J 0 41 — > T o / rt(Z2 ,L)9 0 t— and
■*
L : 3;:t.s»t(LfZ0)<-Kp -- BrtAS,t(L,Z?)r
>
are isomorphisms if 0 <  f <  r, s >, 1 and t < j+T(s-1 )+2' ' .
V/e shall need the fo.23owinr facts:
1.2.3. FACT3. Let k < n/2 for convenience.
(1) H (?r 2) has no od torsions;
(2) ”n-k(Tf , ;3) £ f 3 if k = 1 or n-k = 0 mod 2 ,n»-- J
C other« :.i.se ;
(3) hn_i (7 ,.:3)
15
U> H (Vn,k ;Z) 0 n-1 <  i <  2(n-k) .
\le shall no:; proceed to give c sketch of the construc­
tion of a t-I'PT for the fibration, V,n,k ->B30. i ^  B50,, , n-k n
for t <  2 (n-k) which is due to Kahowald and Gitler [i 2]J ; we 
refer the reader to their paper for details. The main idea is 
to take an Ôl(2)-free resolution of H*(V„ , ) through dimensionil j ik
t <  2(n-k) , . d
a 1 a 2
(1.2.4.) 0 •* H'+(Vn>k) ^ -  C0<—  0^4
and r.ake the following observation:
C24-
Associated with such a resolution is a geometrical realisation,
(1.2.5) s+1 Ils+1-,s h2 _,1 h 1 — > ? --- 9. 7_n,k •
Then associated with such a. realisation is a decomposition of
the fibration, 330 , --- >330 . To see how one can constructn-k ' n
such a resolution, let us suppose the following portion of the
l.TT has been constructed: 
h
•^ S____-riS — 1 v 1
’’ I
t  \ „ k 3V . N
3-1
(1.3.6)
”0 - s I
---> 3-
3S~ V J
i
3-1
-> a
-1
330n
~i-1i . üi—1where ! 71— * ?1_1 — > 0. and ÎG. ;— > 31-1 i—1'i^s ‘ 1-1
iro principal fibrations, H1(G±) Y Ch through dimensions *
>i«s
2(n-k)-1 as Q^(2)-raodules for i «. s-1, and g*:H*(G^)—  
is an epimor£)hism in dimonsions < t. Then according to E. 
Thomas [28] the sequence
H*(3S) H>(B'50n_kxGg_1 )--1*11*(T)3"1 )
16
is exact at least in dimensions s 2(n-k) and v>_ is monomorphics
in dimensions < t. Using this and the fact that ds determines 
a set of ^,(2)-free generators of Ker(gs_1 ) through dimensions 
t t from which we can associate a generalized Eilenberg-I-Tac- 
Lane space G^, we see that there is determined a set of 01(2)—3
ag.
free generators of Ker(po) through dimensions « t and so a
s+iq3+1 3principal fibration, G — ► 3 ---> 3 , and a lifting, p . 1 :S Sti
B30 !--->■ 3s’r'', of p to S3+1. ITote that in fact d determinesil*— S S
a map g — * G_ and the fibre of g , j's+i, can be regardedS o  S
-X-as the fibre of p„ .. he have also that g is an epimorphism
in dimensions < t and that 3T*(G ) s 0 as ©t (2)-modules thr-s s
ough dimensions < 2(n-k)-1. It is clear ho;.* one can construct
1 n3 and so re can inductively construct a"* until we obtain, a 
t-IIPI, Using Theorem 1.2.2 we see that FJ is min(t,
,i-ic+T(s)-s-1 )-connacted modulo odd torsions ( sea Proposition 
7.12 of : ahowald-Citlor [l d] ) and so a t-TTT is obtainable 
in a finite number of stages.
Ilahovild [17J had given some indication as to how one can 
compute the first k-invariants. Tor example, if n 7  7 mod 8, 
fc ^  7 and lc <  n/d then the first ’r-invari -nts for (n-k+4)-’ — T
n = 7 nod 8,k ^ 7  k <  n/2.
Dimension n-k+1 n-k+2 n-k+3 n-k+4
k  s  E o d  8
1 K - k wn-k+2 0 0
5 ^wn-k wn-k+2 0 0
3 K - k wn-k+2 0 wn-k+4
7 K - k n-k+2 0 wn-k+4
voC\J
wn-k+1 0 ,,rn-k+5 0
4, 0 wn-k+1 0
BS-------------
0 0
The str./je  2 k -in v a r ia n ts  r r e  th en  déterminée! as vv s o u t-
lined bodore. e list the re  • ult of the connuiction givinr 
the definin," r  -ln tie n s ■ nd the ner.es o f the k -invariants in
v.
Table 1.2.8.We let I! dénote no’ 2 cohonolof.* and adont the
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TABLE! 1.2.8 The 2nd Stage k-invariants for BSC) >3SC>iT—ii. n
n = 7 nod 8, k >  7, k <  n/2.
ks(8) Din k-invariant Defining Relation Indeteminacy
n-k+2 4 ( & t-+w2 . )w n _ k + 1= ° An-k
n-k+3 4 ( S ^ + w 2 . ) S ^ w n _k+1 + Bn-k®HlHn"k+2
6
n-k+4 k?
Stwn-k+3 = 0
( ^ + w 4 .)wn _k +i + Dn-k®
i2*wn-k+3 = 0 w 2 .En " k + 2
n-k+2 4 (H 2+w2*)wn-k+1=0 Á , n-k
2 n-k+3
0
k 2 as for k = 5(8) as for k = 6(8)
n-k+4 4 (V + w 1.)wn _ k +i + 
Sit T’fn-k+3 = C Bn-k«%2Hn‘k+2
n-k+3 4 ( + w 2 . ) S<^  *'n _k+1 _0 3 n-k4
n-k+4 4 ( % ‘+w4.)nn_k+1=0 D , n-k
0 n-k+3 9k î ■ SV  +w2 * ^ wn-l:+1 =0 *9n-k
n-k+2 9k'i (S<^  + Vi2 . ) ^ n _ k = ° ¿C~n-k
n-k+ 3 k0 $ V  •!-w2 * )T"n-k+2=0 *^n-k+17 n-k+ 4 9V*3 ( S t ^ + W 4 • ) w n _ k  +
(w 2* 0 - 1 Vrn-k+1 ^9* So
S l , V n-k+4 +
( V - w 2-} 5t V k + 2 = °
- V/
C 1|»f,_k+3n-k+ 4 -'4
n-k+4
O
k1 (H 4+W4*} w^n-lc- ^ n °  a c l -n-k+3 n-k® S t  -1
3 7 ~ ‘ T‘"n-k+ 7’L?f n-k+4 ' = 0 « ( v , . + v 2 . ):-:n - k
n-k-i 4 k ic. JL i + !St h ‘-'r
)H n - k + 1rW- . ) V7n_k+ o =  0
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TABLE 1 .2 ,nd.8 The 2 Stage k-invariants for 3SC) ;--*3SC)n-k n
n = 7 nod 8, k >  7, k <  n/2.
ks(8) Din k-invariant Defining Relation Ind e t e mina cy
9n-k+2 4 (at-+w2.)wn_k+i=° A n-k
6
n-k+3 k2 (Sv+w2. ) ^ v V k+1 + 
% 1wn-k+3 = 0
Bn-k®SilKn"k+2
n-k+4 4 ( S<{ +VA- )wn_k+1 +
;i2*wn-k+3 = 0
V k ®
w2.Hn"k+2
n-k+2 4 ' ( S*+w2. ) V k + r ° A n-k
2 n-k+3
n-k+4
ko
4
as for k = 6(8)
(V +W4*)Vk+1 + 
S% wn-k+3 = C
as for k = 6(8) 
Bn-v6 % 2¡ia_t+2
n-k+3
4 (St +w2.)5v1vn_,;+1=o 3 .22—±C
4
n-k+4 4 l^ ‘+ ' V ) V k + f O Dn-k
0 n-k+3 9k T (SV“+w2 * ) ^ wn-k+1=0 3 n-k
n-k+2 9V; (S<j/ + w2-)^'fn_k=0 <c“22—':
n-k+3 k~; - • )”n-k+2=® An-k+1
7
n-k+4 2 (St4+v4.)¿Wn-k + —0 r r..3r, V  &  +
Í
(w,> • -+2^ * 0
Sci-Wn-k+4- +
(St +v2. ) -Sc^ wn_jc+2=0
„** 1 v -n-k+1 " w9* SO /
c 1,,1-k+î
n-k+4 7-4-“4
3
n-k+4
O
k1
-
CSt-+W4.)^n_k+
7-1 * ' "n-k+ 2"!’wn-lr+4 ' = 0
D °  e  c i  - n - k + 3  
n - k ®  -
©(;,-3 .++:2.S«l1):+-k
n-k-i 4
9
k 2 c*iS-*w
-’■'3 ■ )’'n_¡--¡ o = 0
Ì . v * ( H 2s Ì « 3 -
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TABLE 1.2.8 CTD.
h=(8) Dim k-invariant Defining Relation Indeterminacy
5
n-k+4 k1 ( V +w4.)$wn_k+
w3*Wn-k+2 = 0
rp m n-lc w
>,v E“-t+1
1
n-k+4 k? (St4+w4.)6wn_k + 
(S^+w2.iV1)wn-k+2
= 0
D° . 9n-k
(c 3 r*T \ -r^n—k+1
(SV +w 2 * V E
1.2.9. Before we go on to investigate the fibration,
V „ --- > B30„ „-^-*B30 , for n ■£ 7 mod 8, n >  7, we listu.t ( n— I n
the following facts from which we deduce that Her (it ) in. 
integral cohomology is 2-torsion in the range we are considering.
(1) . H*(B302q+1 ;Z) = ZCPT, Pg, ..., P^ $ T , where T is
2-torsion;
(2) H*(3SC>2q;Z) s Z [P1 ,P2, ..., P , X 2q]« T modulo the
2
ideal generated by (P ~X? ); le'fc P 2111 odd prime, then~L *■” tL
(3) H*(BS024+,;Zp)i Zp[P,,P,.....Ps]i
(4) H*(BS02q;Zp) S Zp[l1,P2, ...,Pq , X 2q]modulo the 
ideal generated by (Pq-^2o);
(5) H*(BSCg;Z2) S Z?[w?, \,y  wjand
1 -If(6) the Kernel of So in H (330 :Z0) consists of integralL 3 <—
cohomology classes reduced mod 2 .
,'e have adopted the standard notation for the Euler class
or
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1.2.10. The Fibration, vn>Y--- >B3pinn— — >BSpinn , for
n = 7 nod 8 and n >  1 5 .
Since the calculation is fairly routine but tedious we 
shall do the computation for a 3-stage (n-) Postnilcov tower 
through dimension n.
It is easily seen that the lr-invariants for the first 
stage are given by
.1 1
k 1 = 5wn-7 ’ k2 = wn-5 and k3 = un-3 
(by using b'u's formula and the result can be found in Table
1.2.7). e shall proceed to obtain the k-invariants for the
second stage to give an indication to the computation in Table
1.2.8. Consider the following commutative diagram:
(1.2.11 )
$ 1 iB;3pinn_ ^ C 1 ---- r t ”1
'1
>BSpin ■ *-n-SxKn-5*En-3=C1
w’iere s^:8Sp innj^— » BSpin is the trivial section.
. Thomas ¡28| derivad the following e:o. ot convence»
'"t 1
0 -- ^H^(E1 ) - 4  Ht(BSpinn_7x3ci ) — >-HtH 1 (BSpir^) ,
for t sí 2(n-7)-1 vhore is mononorphic in dimensionc < 2(n-7).
*We identify the kcrncl of p^  in djUaensions 4 n as the kerixex 
of s1 in kernel of ^  . ’’e use the fact that "t1 is a II (BSpin^)- 
homomorpliisa. The rosult is tabúlate'’ bolo:::
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T.-B-.J 1 . 1 2. Her (p'^ )
Dimension Ker(p*) ~ ilerlTj) n ler(s1)
n-6 0
n-5
„ O *
1fi S^ ln-7
n-4 18H 3C 7  ’ 18S^ Vn-6
n-5 ,sh h n-6 ' 1 8 S l S U ' H V iC r  1
,6Si H ' ln-6+,eSl^n-4
n-2
, 0 H ' li - 6 + W s
n-1 16 \  S1 z n-7 * w 4£ H  ln-7 * 
1 & S l 6l n - 7 ^ 5 feln - 7  ’
11 1® H 5sV ln-7 » h 48 S<1? t n-7 * 1fiSlA K 1"-6 » 
w4aSl^n-6 ’ 1£iSV SV ln-4 » 
10SlJC-7+w7eln-7 * 1B%.6ln-6+w6Cln-5 ’ 
1&SV l'n-4+W4filn-4
V.Bir.t ere ~:.ven in the column or. the right are the Z2-ba3is of 
Ker(p^) in dimensions £ n .
The ©1(2)(BSpin^) generators through dimensions < n obtained 
from Table 1.2.12 are given by Table 1.2.13 where by abuse of 
notation we have identified the k-invariants with their mono— 
morphic images in H*(BSpinn_yX _Q_C.j ).
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TABT'O ¡."'.13 "he k-invariants for the 2n3 .Jtage of an 
n-I P? for Vn>?— ^3opinn_---*33pinn and n 2 7 (8) >  15.
Dimension k-invariant = ©U ")(BSpin )-generator of■if **Ker(p^) through dimensions < n
n-5 kj =1 g n-7
n-4
n-3
k? = 1 a H  t „2 u n— 0p /\ / "jf -jf
k3 - ,e2t ln-7+V ln-7
n-3
n-2 A" ,,St V ( * V \ 4
n k6 = 1flV l n-4+W 4
To find the k-invarient for the third stage we proceed 
as before obtaining the fol.' owing comutative diagram:
TP ^
I
ilc„
n,7 g 3P V 7
(1.2.14) l  ^  I
2C ----- >35’
 ^ I
*1
3„=13 _xI3 ,xai gxg‘" _xE „n-5 n-4 n J n-3 n-2
n
'..'s have in dimensions 
Thoraa
0-
B"Pinn-- > C 1 = Kr.-5xi:n-5xI:n-3
n the following exact sequence of
I'v(32) — --^H^BCpin^xCCo) TT^ +I Nxl U- )
:ie ucie P . to detorr ine the 1: rnel of 73^ = 3"er . i?^
and hence the image of V ^  end conpute the kernel of the homo­
morphism induced by the trivial section of the trivial bundle
. . , „ 4.1 „ndinduced iron tne 2 sc ..ge o" the n-I.i'T by , in Im(P9) .
A sot of 61(2)(Bspinn) generators then constitute the next
k-invariant3
TABLE 1.2.15 Kernel (p2) in din < n
Din 22-Basis of Ker(p*)= Ker(s*) n Ker(Tj )
«S n-5 0
n-4 ,eSl2ln-6
n-3 ,eh 3ln-6 • ,8h 2iiln-6+,ah 1l-i-4 *
,ah 2l„-5+’8H ' ln-4
n-2 ,' ¥ Ì 1^  • ’» H V s
n-1 16 Sl11 L a » 1 e % 11 n-5+1 fi H  S<L1 n-4
1sH 2% ^ n-6
n 1 ® ¥ 5l L - 6  » 1BSV H 2V g ’
1ßH ' SL ln-4 » 'l L 4 » w4®S<l ln-6 » 
1Q V'1 n-44w4ßLn-4+1 SH ^  ln-6+w6ßin-6
,rd tc .~ox.-:BL3 1 . 2 . 1 6  The Ic-invr.riry*t3 dor the 3 
o f  r.n n-I IT f o r  BSpin^-^-) BSpin^ n = 7 ( S )  >  1?
Din k-inv.-: rie nt
n-4
n-5
n-3
n
fc. - !cST V - s  
4  ” ltlSi :Sli=-5+;iH ' ln-4 
*1 -
1:' = 1 sSc 411 ,+".ßl1 ,+1ÊSh l r-ru.&l , 4 1  n-4 4 n-4 X tí—0 n—0
B o p o rtin " i r  f. . '-ior. r e  0’5-fcrin
■ r.once i r  • V n o n rio n s  2 ( r - ' :) —1 where ^
. - . 'c j l o r i n r  ore”. 
r:0" 0” or"!i:' r r
snc • on. n •
->K (33 )-- } E (SSpinn_7xdC5:
vhe-'e C, = K .xld ,xK(; .,xK 3 = n-4 n-3 n—3 n
As before we use the homomorphism, —>H*(B3pin^ ^xC^)
■jf, to determine the image of i>_ and this was then used to com-
*pute the kernel of p~ in dimensions i n. The k-invariants for 
the fourth stage n-I PT are given in Table 1.2.18 which follows.
TABLE 1.2.18 The k-invarirnts for the 4 ^  Stage
Din lc- invariants
s. n-4 0
n-3
n-2 0
n-1 c
- 1
0
In summary, wo have the folio:.'in" decomposition:
V't__ __ . ■?-_v 7?1
i
a.
(1.2.19) AC.
I
(lc.
Vn,7 * f JPinn- 7
i l.
-> E
i
¿10,
is
■V
B'o1
k r rt/ VA
, k3
nA J —r
I-'-
C2~7
1.1
;Pinn~ °1
§1.3. Twisted Secondary Cohomology Operations and 
the Single Obstruction
1.3.1. The split tensor algebra (Passey-Peterson algebra). 
IT 6^ is the nod p Steenrod algebra for p a prime, the sp­
lit tensor algebra 6^(X) for a topological space X lias as its 
underlying vector space, H (Z)£0l^  , and with multiplication as
follows:
for v£o£ , u0^ G ${, (X),
|< |. M  ,
(ve«o.(uep) = z (-1) 1 (v.^uje*^
wher eT^{^) = I <<i and ijr: ^  (— => &
' honomorph:sm in SI .P
It has the following properties:
(1) If;£ : Y ---> X is a map from
then H"(Y) is t. left ?I*(X)-module via.
space to another,
wherefor b C H*(X) an-1 y € II (Y) b . y = £(b)Uy  
U is the cup product iv ::*(Y) so th: t H*(Y) become an 6(^(Z)- 
nodule vie the action
( : : 0 a ) .y  -  a . a  (y )  = V ( : : )U s  (y )
for n£a G end U
r-
 
__
__
__
__
-•«w
on H (0.0x3, 13) vis. the map,
Ii.3x3
where ilCxh— and Y:<K0--- » Y ere the respective projection.
we have the folio: rin ; exact sequence:
•jv
0 -- »E* (0.3x3, 3)— b  H*(QCx3, Y) ---> if (3, Y)-- - 0
end there is t. napJU.: H (3, Y)--*H*(£Lox3, S) such that
■* * j o^ a - n -1
:;hcre n:0.3x3— >3 it the action of the fibre on the total space 
ana 1 is the obvious projection ( ’sec Tlioccs [3o] )•
be drou the subscr: rvfc for l . Then if v 8a £ 6t,(Y) 
(vfer.).(16i) = vSa(v)
Then usin an e x c c t  sequence of 3,Thorns [ 3 6 "Jwe'deduced that 
th e re  e x is t  • a c l a s s  ^ £ H (3» Y) euch that U. (<^)) = . .(1 61^)
’..here by abuse of notation we have denoted the fundamental class 
of in H (C) by If s+q <  2 (connectivity of then is 
determined modulo (Eery*)=) Im(p*)= Hs+<1(YxKo, Y). Then 
^  tne coset of <|> modulo (Hs+<^ (YxEs> Y) determines a family 
of operations associated with the relation^. ^  = 0 .
Choose * to be a representative then <£(u) is defined on 
cohomology class u € HS(X, B) which satisfies 
(Jxu d) (16b)) = 0 ;
and £(u,$ ) = j f*(<f>) | f : (2,3) — *(S,Y) a lifting of 
(^xu)od to 3}
where d: X— > XxX is the diagonal map ; ^(u,^ ) is a coset
odulo Indet( ) « 2^  °(. #H ( »3) and is called a second
order or secondary twisted cohomology operation.
J.v 1 ft
A I: order og''r:i on ±:- define ' cnyprovsly using the
_  28
where 1. is the fundamental class of !'“-K(Zoldeg^ >i) in C,,_1 =
K^xK2x...xEk which is the classifying" space for the principal 
bundle (3k_1,Yk_1)— » ( C ^  , *) . If t <  2( connectivity of Cj£_1)
, then 8 is determined modulo ICer (fb) = Im(pk_1). Thus the coset 
of 0 with respect to Im(p*  ^) defines a family of k 1^  order 
twisted cohomology operations ©;©(u,^) is defined if (u,^) 
is defined and 0 € where ^   ^(u,^) is vector valued
i.e.©(u,^) is defined iff 0 € »$2’... ,tk) (v.,^  ) .0(u,|) is
defined to he
©(«.$) = U  { fk-1 (6) | fk_1 : (Z,3)— i>(-k~1 ) a lifting
of (£xu)®d to H"'“ 1 ) .
Its indeterminacy is defined indv.ctiv.-ly as follows:
Tila indeterminacy of $ k_.| (u,t) is given by
indci
t* , tp»• • * t.
ic. defined to be the least sub-rov o f
t, t-, t,
E 1( :,!3)©H (I,If)©... ©H k c:, ')
contrinin- all cierres of the forr
*^2* * * ‘ ’^ k' - - 'i-_o(4i»
where t_. = -deg cj) . , f • n' f,'. 0 r - arbitrary liftings of
to -r"2. ( i i . A 4\;}(u,jp = u  (f’*(+1),..,f':'(^ l;))
adiare the union is taken ov. r 11 lift in. s f:
of (|xu)o il to 3k“ ‘.) .ince p,._1: (3‘-! JY^”1 ) — > ) is
c. orine ip. 1 hundía, two non-honotopic liftings differ by a nep 
into its fibra» Inductively we see that th: indetermin-cy of 
© i  ;:iven by ®(0,^) . 7o • r.or- detalla the re.-dar io r.shod to
consult E. Thomas C2 9]
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1.3.3. The Generating Glass Theorem.
Consider the following situation:
_ i i 1 k■OC .--------- v E ------» K.
l 1 k1
B* ---^--- ? B -------x...xK.
1 a
where p1 :E1-- >. B ir a principal fibration induced by ;B — >
. let ^ he the cooet of k in H^(B^) with respect to 
Ker (h^  ):hIIeryx)£iif':(E1 ). ( We have assumed that -rc (k^  ) = 0
sc that a lifting h^  :B'-- ^E1 exist::.) We suppose that
^ ( k )  = o£ • L and h^(k) = 0
where o( = * ), oC £ ft<-0 (3), t - ( l fei ,, ,, 1 £¡1 ) £1 a 1   ^ xa
H (Q.C^ xS^ ) and ji :H (31 ) — >H ( G^xE',2^) is as defined in
1.3.2. The Indot (3';^) is defined to be «C*E (3' ).
Definition. A cohonology class v £ IT* 13) is r gonerstin;
class for if there exists a spree 1, a nap : 
1
B --*• T ond
vectors <k, ÊeOU(T),i operations i|>, ,f w  --"if
defined c\r r ^ ( Y )  -r. ’ c. vector Ç in ®^2) euch j . \  _  n_ O i L>
(1)
A *o( = (fl(>:^) where ^ :0U Y) -- >01,(3);<£
(2) 0) ■ )v whore CI>= «Mr.»- -..1.) ,
-£
~ II • 4 b) ^  ■ re"1: tion 0 T do~-rvn rx ’i gc ~r f
!^!*44 If 14= 0
there is an operat:Von Q. associated wit-
such that li.'TC v,m »;) — Te" i ' wh re V i:
in h0+n( ;).
th t1 ve rol tion 
cos et o ? Indets+r ( T>,^
1.3.4. THECR2T. ( E. Thomas ) With notation :s in 1.3.3» 
there exists a class e € ^ such that 
e e.Q(pif(v), P^(^) ) - p*(K) 
where v is the generating class for by hypothesis .
For the proof of this theorem known as the Generating 
Clas3 Theorem we refer the reader to Thomas [29] .
1.3.5. Remark, notice that
Index (X;)^ ) C Index(X,f2 »£ y ) for any nap ^ :X— > 15.
f / i_1 \ r\  j *r— ji_j.t/-._w \ -r 3 i t  / ,rIf $ (l:1) = 0 and Indet^(X;^) = Ir.detx (X, O.,^ J ) then
e($) « I.D ($*(▼). /(^)) | -
where j I i a coo t with respect tc Indet°(X;^).
1.3.6. Definition. 17e call th operation Q. the opera­
tion corrnsnond 1.n■ - to the cohomoloyy cl- ss k <Z 11^ (3^  ) or to 
^ . If k i: a vector end if the gsner tiny cl ss i.. the seme 
for each component we shell clror the reference to the indivi­
dual c ompon nt.
1. .7 . Let !' be a manifold of dimension n odd a 7 (£) 
satisfying conditions (A) and (3) of 1.1.1. I et ThM— *BSpin
vj.
be the clarsifyinr r "■ for the tan pent bundle o'-' IT. Then II (H) 
in an flt,(BSpin )-r.cI.u3ej rn ' th • liftir.y h^  :M- 
rsorphisn c ? QU (Bipin ) -mo lules.
Roc:31 the portion of the tower (1.2.1') :
.1 . .> _• m  ."cos fi. t
ILetT= 1fi^4+l4Qi and & = be in <^(K(Z2,4)). Then
we have the following relation in <9i2 (E(Z2,4)):
(1. 3 . 9 )  Y . Y  +  5<^(Y.S^) +  ) +  § . ( 5 ^ 5 ^ )  = o
1.3.10.CLi'.U’. w is a generating class for k2
n_' 6 *
Proof. This is due to Thomas essentially out we shall find
the corresponding cohomology operation and show that it is
not very different from that considered by 3. Thomas in his
preprint to £29]. In fact it is the secondary twisted cohonolo—
C7J operation associated to the relation (1.3.9).
Using Uu's formula we have th- t
un-7 wn-5 ’ wn- 7 ~ ;^‘n-7 1: 0d 2 * S11'!rn_7 - 0 *
* * StP V 7 = C ’ n-7 = C > V - V -7 = vn-3 *
So we let £  = (0,0,ieSo4+w.S1) r vector in€L,(33pin )5 . .e
shall find cohomology operations (twicte') 4>; , 4 OJ 4-j »
7^ 1 _ • nd a vector ^  ir 01,, (K,) 3V.c' that
(1) !<* | + |s! 4  - 0 ,
(2) (4 »4^ *v;n_7 - 0) where l:1 = ( K - 7 » T-'ii-5'”n-3>.
a t' ke c(^  = <i~ = 0 , «(„ - Y = (1 CSc^ -i l.fil) BSpin^--- > I", be
v, , ^  =  (0,0,1) , t|/= (Y.Scf.SvX'.S«,1 , S < ^ 1 ) =  (Scj2 , Scj1 , £  ),
a n d  <j) =  ( 0, 0, ]f 1.
7 r r r T r  ■ ^ JSfMJK a
31
■> V ---- »S3|Jin „n,7 f r n-7
(1.3.8)
v h
i i1 Pli" - Ei
1
k£
G,
: »W •*)B5pinn  5-1— 5r2— —  ^ » C1
Let'll te^4+t4fii and & = S<^1l B1 be in 0i2(K(Z2,4)). Then
we have the following relation in feC2(K(Z0,4)):
(1.3.9) Y.Y + 5<^ (Y.S<j^ ) + S<^  (S^Y. ) + §.(^ <\,2&^) = 0
1 .3.1O.CLA.HT. w is a generating clr.ss for k^
n~' 6 *
Proof. This is due to Thomas essentially out we shall find
the corresponding cohomology operation and show that it is 
not very different from that considered bp- 3. Thomas in his 
preprint to £29]. In Tact it is the secondary twisted cohomolo­
gy operation associated to tie relation (1.3.9).
Using Uu 'd formula we have th: t
= > Sq'wn_7 =- &rn_7 mod 2 , S«i2V w n_7 = 0 ,
1
"n-7 ';n-3 ’ icl r.-7 “ "n-7
^ • V vn-7 = 0 ’ n- 7  = c * ^*wn-7 = wn-3*
So we let £ =  (0 ,0 ,1 fiSqr+w 61) a vector in<SL,(3 3pin ) 5 . ."e
shall find cohomology operations (twi.ate’) 4>., 4 4 - ,
"2P| a ' nd a vector ^  in 61 , (1"^ ) av.e" that
(1 ) !<* 1 .4 + I ^ ! 4  - r >
(2 ) (4*+).^n_ 7 = , 0 ) where l: 1 = (K - 7 ,wn-5,wn-3) •
g take c^ = <L = 0 , «(„ - Y - (IfiScj -1I.6I) »‘^ •BSpin^---> he
w.. , ( 0 , 0 , 1 )  , i y  = (Y .S<f .S c ^ / .S c i1 , S c j ^ 1 ) = (S ^ 2 ,Sc)1 , ^
= ( 0 ,  0 ,  V .r.iv
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let 12. be a secondary twisted cohomology operation associated
with (1.3.9). Since nf:3Spinn_---  ^BSpinn induces epimorphism
in cohomology \i(ic wn nt ) = it IT where 17 is a coset of 
the indeterminacy Indetn(B3pinn, Q., w^). Thus the claim is 
justified.
1.3.11. We shall evaluate this operation by the method 
of universal example. '.7e set the fol? owing notation:
= a'j  Sc,2, S ^ , i )  , = (1, Y . ^ 2, a j2^ 1, Sc," S| 1 );
f 1;(I-4XV 7’ V >} ---* V o  ’
$ 2:(L4xi:n-7* K4x"^  
^ 3 :(K4xKn-7’ E4x':f)
^ 4 :(W 7’ V  0
-» E.n- 1
-> Kn c*d
'vn-4
r e p r e s e n t i n ' -  r e s p e c t i v e l y  i f .  (1 8 1 ^  „ ) ,  (KSc, ) . ( 1 0 l n_ ^ ) ,  
( ^ 2 /Sc,1 ) . ( 1 8 l n_7 ) and (Sc,2 5c|1 ) . ( i e i n_? ) ;
-X.t: . XX x.1 . . .
n -o  n -1 n  n - 4
We h av e th e  f o 'l o -  in g  to w er o '  n n iv e r s  1  exam ple f o r £2'
12
i
-> i:n
^  ^  a .(BSpin -— > k xi: X -- ^'4 n-7
Cons: d c r t h  : f i b r 3 mv r e :
1U
-.1..j■ ftCx
,1 ------------- >
-i
( 1 . 3 . 12) p r o j | i Pi
--------------> 14xLn-7
./hi oil d e f in e s  t h e a c t i o n  o f
1
th e  fibre on t h e  t o t a l  space 3
tr.Q C : T,1 v 7? i----> ¿ i  . Using t h i s f i b r e  r .q u o re , Thomas d e riv e d
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the following long exact sequence :
(1.3.13) .. ^(acxll1 ,E1)-1^H1+1 (K.xK )-^>Hi+1 (S1 )
,2(n-5)-1■ H < V W ‘-» HiH'1 (nr-xE1 ,E1 ...
H2(n-5)-1 (31 ) E2(n-5)-1 (#CxE1 ,e 1 ) —  >H2(n~ ^  (^xEn_?)
----------E------- >  ( n~ 5 ) ( 3 1 )
whereat: H (B^  )--^H (QCxE^ ,E^) is as defined in 1.3.2 when
absolute cohomology is considered and (ilCxE^  »B^  )---^
Ei+1 (K^xKn_^) for i 4; 2(n-5) is given by the composite:
H1 (JiCxE' ,!■: )_i H1 (Q.GxE ) 1 ; H1+1 (E^xK^)
where ^  :Hl(ilExE1) — } Hi+1 (E^xl^ ) is as defined in C283» 
According t o  Thomas [3<3Tis an ^ (I^l-norphisa where &i2(K^)- 
structure on QGxE1 is given by the map HCx e !—> E1_> E^xK^—  
->e4 • Therefore, since X ( 1 ^ ) = ^  , t  (zn_2)=f2» X  ( ^ . - 1  ^ ( 3
^ ln-o>={V
"tl* !  •<ln-4G1 ) + 0<2 *(lr.-qei )+°S *( *h_iC1 >+° V (2n_5e i } !
= ( Se(,.0, ).(1fi ) = 0 .J- \ -1- ¿1“ I
¡ y  e x a c tn e s s  o f  1 . 3 . ‘ 3 t h e r e  e x i s t s  & €  Hn ( l / ) su c h  t h a t
^t($) = ’(1 -(^_Aei^ V q*(i-n-2ei)+,l3*(ln-iy1 )-i-#S’*(ln-5ei)'
It in obviov. thatQ. i efin.d on ("IT w ,-¡r v ,) and
Q (T 'rn_7 » IT '-’4) i” c o s e t  with respect to Indetn(3SpLnn_^ *il»w^ ) 
= Y  .Hn" 4 (B S pinn ? )© Sci2Hn- 2 (B S pinn_7 )© 5c|1Hn- 1 (B S p in n_? )
©f.H^iBSpLn, )
-  (5<^4 +w4 .)H n- 4 (B S pinn_7 )& ^ 2Hn- 2 (B 3 p in n_7 )©S«|1i:n - 1 (B S p in n_? ) 
s in c e  £.i;n-5 (33pirn_7) = ( 5 ^ ^ )  .Hr ~5 (B S pinn_? ) = 0  .
4
T
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Since tr is an epinorphism, (it w „.tt'w J  = T^N where II isn-y 4
a coset with respect to Inde^iasiin^ , w^). Therefore by 
Theorem 1.3.3 we have the following:
1.3.14. I'i-Th.. Notation as of 1.3.7. There exists a
- n 1 oclass e €! H (3 ) in the coset of the k-invariant kg with respe— 
ct to Ker(p^)nim(q^) such that
e £ (qL1 ^ 'n-7),q-1 (w4^ “
where S' is the first stage of the Tostnikov tower (1.2.14) 
and IT is given by the paragraph procadin • this.
1.3.15. Tup-ose T:I --- B^'fjpir in the classifying map
for the tangent bundle of II. 3y the comactivi ty condition on 
r we see that Indotn(r,^ ) = 0 = Indetn(i:,fl , ' t  (w ))
where ^ is the coset of kg with respect to her(p*)nin(q.f) .
Then by naturnlity, leiaaa. 1.3.14 an', the fact that Ker(pT)n 
/ *\Iu(q. ) = 0 , ve hr vo
kg(r) = iliV'tw 1*0) - : -C (17) } (1.3.16)
with s e r o  i n l e t e n a i r .: • c y .
T : ; r  t h e  c o n n e c t iv '  t y  c o n d it io n
(1.3.17) JU't:’(^a_7).T9(w4)) -Q.('c'(w,,_7 ), C)
an ■ so \Lc- 'X ret1'«>.ces to an Adar.s-ITav.ndor operation
C l"l ' ssoci' ted to (1.-.S). fir/. '£ lifts to TT of (1 . 1.1 9 )
if.: o € k\{z) if-: o =Cl:'t(wn_7),V'",.)) -
L_ ^ 7  tWlv_7 ) , X (w4 ) ) = r  (:•).
1.3.1S. LEMMA. let Un be the universal Thom class over
BSpin . Then a is defined on U and 0 £ Ci(U , wj.n n 4
Proof. It is easy to see that Cl is defined on Un v/here 
the twistinrr is via the universal disc bundle by £ 
H4(3Spinn). Mow, Hn+7 (T3Spinn) = Z2 v { Un.w?l = { sj (Un.wg)}
£ Indetn+7 (T33pinn>Q , ) t therefore by Thonm-Peterson [35],
0 € ^(LTn»i^  ). Here we have denoted the Thom complex of the 
universal n-plane bundle over BSpinr by TBSpin^ .
1.3.19. LEH A . (3. Thomas).
o £ Q .(tt* (wn_y) »Tf*(w^)) £ Hn (B S pin  ) .
emr.- 1.3.1C C £ C2 (Un_?, vA). Since s*(Un_?)
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- Vi r, mcd ? where s:BSpin^ —— > TBSpinr _7 i the 'aero section'
t the iso rtion fol'cue from the naturality of twisted cohomo- 
loyy operrtions.
Since Indetn(BSpin ,Q ,w Jnitiis*) = s*(Indetn(TBSpinn_?, 
-Q,w^)), we c n take ” to be Indetn(BSpinn,C2 ,w ) ioy 1 .3 .1 '-
Thus we have:
1.9.20. LET! A. V lift to E2 iff 0 £ft('C"'(w ),<t (w,)).11— *7
1.3.21. THE0'.LT'. 0 r Q  (t (w „)» 0). fence T lifts ton-t
Proof, .'ithout twictin the 0- ;ion assocn: aJ-"U
(1. -.9) is just th cr-'in. ry secondary operation,£2., associated 
■ it,’, the rel- ticn:
(1.3.22) -i Sc| (S<j'’S£| ) H S(|1 (S<>| icj ^  1) r; r
In general a secondary cohomology operation associated with 
a relation in ©((2) say,
S i ¿i f i = 0 , °^i‘ f i € ^ 2 )  ,
is defined analogously using the method of universal example 
as 1.3.2. For a detail exposition ::e refer the reader to Adams 
[1] and for r generalization to higher order cohomology opera­
tions vie refer to TTaunder £2lJ .
However, we shall consider Adams' basic operation asso­
ciated with the relation:
(1.3.23) &$&f + = 0 .
We uoe the standard notation o for thic operation. We want 
to compare this operation with jGL. Since w. 0 ) =w0(!‘) =
= vr.(r) - V (r) = wr(H) = v-7 (r) = 0 , both fl(w., 7(i:)) and.
^  o 7(w v_7(II)) have zero indeterminacy by Hu duality.
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F o llo w in '-  Adr
4-
; we explore the relation between icend 
that on w (II' the oner- t-ons ere the' n-7
not
1 . 3 . 1 ' .  I T .  . i 2 (w a _7 ( ^ ) ) = ? 2 2 ( wr _7 ( . ) ) .
Proof. et
= (S<j S«| , ■Stj 1 ) , p r Sfj'-, S<j'S^ ,$) )
c< = (S^4, S=j hSc, , S«,1^ ^ ' 1) , ^
o t i n t  9  = ( 1 ,  S p  ¿ 1  S(j4 )x p  . Thus v s  h av e
>11 ov in. ■ c onmut;. .t ivc die gr: m :
J .T
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“ 1 T  ~ 1 ” n-7 7 i
h f ! h
V  A  »f A  ^ ; A  ^
S  i . ^ P . TT &
~> n-7
5xLn-5xKn-6 ~ G1
viv ^xE a xK = C,> n-3 n-1 n 1
Then accordine: to Thomas £30], we have the following commuta­
tive diagram with the horizontal rows exact:
H1 (Kn_? ) * H±(^ 1 ) Hi(ifc1x31 ,3^ Hi+1(Kn_7)
(Exf)*A
J*-> H3- (K ) — f H1 (E1 ) H1 (Qp1 x31 ,E, ) H1+1 (Kn_?)
P
for i £ 2(n-7)-1 .
let 0 € H n (T, ) be z representative foril; a n d  let 8 €  H ri(E1 ) 
be a representative for ^  „ . Then using the above diagram
i *-
we have
-ft ) = (hxf)^t(9) -^(6)
= 0  by definition of h .
A vrTherefore f (0 ) = 0 modulo Im(p ) . This implies that
A
(ft.f)o^ - 0<>^=o modulo total indotorminacies 
where ^ in v liftin'; of w (r) :I'-- >Kn_y to ( since
i*(f*($)-*) = 0 i H-tflcp). i’hus £i(\t (x)) = io,2(wn-7iT))
Ti+1
comV 2  :? 1 0 s th ' roof c** 7 erme 1.~.t
V’.' "J r\ • G 't li': 1 to f e •roof of Th eorer. 1.3.21. Thor.a.a
s prepri.nt t r j l '  ¿Q In q  t . -ed thet 0 € ¥  - . (  
9
wn _ 7 ( T ) )  .
iti: liy tl i e (  - - )  dual o •»' ■JY'O -J on")(5 o  ^ O f
'-9 '
<ji, ^  ( See
S
3.er [ - 0 for a definiti.Oil Of dual opere t.‘.on . )  i s  always
zero on the '.'hor. cl os of the universal IT-plme bundle over
BSpirijj. which classifies any spin N-plane bundle V  58I satisfying
w 4('5’) =0, for N >  7 since H^CTBSpinjj) = Sq1H6(TB3pinN)
C IndetN+^(TB3pinN,'X_^2 2) (because a spectral sequence 
argument shows that H7(B3pinII) = Sq1H6(B3pinN)). Now the Thom 
complex TV of the normal bundle of an embedding V:M C Rn+K for 
some sufficiently large N is the 3-dual of M U  a point. Since 
xJ also satisfies w4(y) = w?(V) = W1 ^  = 0 V is classified by 
a map from M to BSpin^ also denoted by V . Let be the Thom 
class of the normal bundle v>. Then by naturality
K  §2,2( V  = 5°^  •
Alexander-Pontryagin duality then implies that 0 is trivial 
on the domain of definition of 0 of dimension n-7 if and
only if the dual operation 0 is trivial on the Thom class
Uj; . ( 3ee Maunder [2l3 for this assertion.) Thus ^ 2»2^wn-7^C^
= 0 modulo zero indeterminacy. Hence we have completed the 
proof of Theorem 1.3.21.
We now come to the last obstruction in the third stage. 
We would like to have a ’generating class theorem* to relate 
the final obstruction to a tertiary twisted cohomology opera­
tion. However, the situation is not satisfactory for it is not 
hard to observe from the defining relation of the ’¿-invariants 
for the second stage of the n-MPT (1.2.19) that there is no 
natural candidate for a generating class for k^, i = 1,...»6 
simultaneously. This forces us to look at the ’corresponding 
operations’ on the Thom class. This will be the main programme 
of the next two cnapters.
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CHAPTER 2. ADHT3BIBLE CLAT5 THEOREM
In this chapter we shall Identify the k-invariants for- 
the second stage of an n-K?T for the fibration,
— > 35pinn_^— * B3pinn for n 2  7 (8) >  15» 
via the Thom isomorphism to some secondary cohomology opera­
tions on the Thom class of the bundle over 3^, the first stage 
of the n—KPT» induced from the universal spin n—plane bundle
over 33pin .n
§2.1. Admissible Class
2.1.1. Definition. Suppose we have the following situa­
tion:
SIC
9
0
A ------> 3
where C is a product of It or K , t < 2j, j = connectivityH •=>
of C» A and 3 are spaces and p:E— *2 is the principal fibra­
tion induced by the vector of cohomology classes k:3— * C.
JL.
luppose B E  ff“(E) i ■ a class such that
l .By — 0» jit \ Q) = J, •'t » ~ o(o» • • • >o/a >
where c(. E 01(2) for i = 1,2,...,a , and
/K : I
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1= (l-, L0, . I ) where {i. are the respective fund-
anental desses of the Eilenberg-I'aclene spaces in C. Then the 
class k or vector It is said to be add ssible if there enist 
a q-plane bundle,Y, over B , operations ( possibly higher 
order i. e. ntn ord --r n >  2 ) ^  , $ 2 > • • •» ‘K, * ^  »1|r 2» • • • #t t » 
and vectors o(.€ 0l(2)a and ^£©1(2)^ such that
(1) (*l)j4r)(ur) = (lifpih), 0) where Uy-is the Thom class 
of f,  % is the Thom isomorphism in cohomology, <f> = (V  ^ 2 »
*•••» ik = ^  2 * • • * ) >
2.1.3. Definition. Assume ^(k) = 0 in2.1.i. ( This ass­
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umption is implicit in 2.1.1.) 1st q:A--*2 be a lifting of nr
to E.and let ®  be the coset of 0 with respect to
KerCq^nlmip^nH^S) .
V/e say the class k is admissible with respect to 8 or©; and
we refer the cohomology operation associated with 2.1.1 (2) as 
the cohomology operation correspondin'- to, 0 . If 0 is a 
vector and k is admissible with respect to each of the compon­
ent then we shall drop the reference to the individual compon­
ent.
Apply the functor f using the uni versa.] spin n-plane 
bundle ever BSpin,, to the category of spaces over BSpinn .
'Thu: from (1 .3 .3 ) /, got
!: of an r.-MPT for iblo and the corresponding
c ol sonolo ay operaf! ■
TABLE 2.1 .5 .'Corresponding oneration1 for k2
k-invariant Oorr. coho, op -Defining relation Beg.
»? £ f &f(i&f“7) = 0 n-5
r 2 S f  (Si"1'5) = 0 n-4
k3 $3* n-3
»? Ê 4 n-3
»S Ï5* s?14s1n-5+ s , f - V  = 0 n-2
k6 S c j ^ f ^ + S ^ S t f  -- 0 n
Hence we have proved
2.1.6. ÏRCPCAITIÛl'T. k^  of (1.2.19) is admissible for
k'~ of (1 .2 .1 9 ) where k^, k~ are
o 4- vì /-lthe k-invariants for the 1*' and 2 
stages of the n-I-IPT for (2.1.2) .
3 2... admissible Cías' 'heoren.
Li
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T assigns to every based space 7. over B the reduced Thom
every based nap between spaces over B the obvious nap between 
the reduced Thom complexes.
If the base point is non-dexonerate in the sense of Puppe 
tnen the reduced Thon complex behaves like tho unreduced Thom 
complex except that it does not have a. Thom class:
(1) If A is a based space eves' 3 then there is an isomo­
rphism similar to the Thom isomorphism,
oriented a—plane bundle then the is or o r"hisn holds for any
complex of the q—plane bundle over B induced from Y , and to
*yfA : 1^(1) -----» Hc-+i( 'V) for 1 >  0
unit 1 •' 9
the same as for the roue 'or i >  0 ana
For* the details of these properties we refer the reader
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2.2.2 . Consider the- following diagram obtained by
applying T with B = BSpin^ and # the universal spin q.-plane
bundle over B3pinn to diagram (1.3.8) and putting together
the fact that Tq1 lifts to the total space of the principal
bundle over TBf inn induced by "^ jjSttin (h1 ) ;
‘ n
-* -^xlh -xZ. ,= I.
•e set up the following notation to indicate the obvious
maps:
f : (TE1, TiLC1)---> (E1, fl.1^ ) ,
p10 : (E1 , HL1)---- ► (TBSpinn, *),
1l0 : > (BSpiri , *) and we setn
B = BSpii^ . V/e shall prove the next lemma which is also 
true in a more general setting. The aim is to explain how it 
is done in general with-out introducing more technicalities.
2.2.4. jlSITZA. V'ith notation as given by 2.".2,
the lifing of To^ : TZ1— ^T3 to E1 ,
1 A 1f: TI
can be chosen such that th^ restriction of f to TAC^
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q: %LC.j -----vQ.I1 t satisfies
q l^2n-7^ = 2  ^ n-7^ »
0 2n~6) = ^ S i - S 5 ^
.) = Zn (l .) where Z denotes the suspension q (l2n-4 n-4
homomorphism.
Proof. Let 4": H*(fLL1)— > E*(TB) in the range of dimensi­
ons where it is defined be the transgression in the fibration,
aiu *1 -* TB
Then by const ruction,
= i 3 (k2) and'C(l2n-4) = ^ B (k3}*
Therefore,
^ ^ n - 6 5 = V c i B (k2} olA
^ l2n-4^ " r10'^’3'l4' where ¿: H v  — > H + (3 »•^■L1) is the
coboundary homomorphism. Thus
7 *  ( ^ _ 7 ) «  ^ ' ( l S n_v ) . But
?  ) - A 10) ^ ! )  «
"  1 , £LC  ^ ^  n - 7 ' = 1 v V 1.-7 '  *
henc a £ q  ( l on_7 ) = ^ 1 n- 7   ^ *
Co’isi.rle-’ th e fo l 'o w ir  p ort.’ on o f  t h •• Long e :ccc t sequence 
fo r  th e  r: i r  ( 3 1 , ) :
(2.2.5) :?~7 (B1 ,Q.7,)— (b 1 )-> li'-’Mlc ) — > ir-6(21 ,Qc )
ii\
z~
in co  Hn~7 (lie 1 ) r  B . rnd = q *Q(k ] )  /- 0  , i  ±3 mono-
n or^ ^ ic *\r flirr onsion  n—7 , "‘Ain i n i e ~  vi.*' i-’ . '  i*e-rLu.co-'l TTion
*isomorphism that ^: H2n~3 (t(Ic  ^)-->H2n-°(2E^» TilC^  ) is mono-
mo rphic and so
4 l^2n-7^ =1iaci^n-7^ = ^ ^ n ^ *
Similarly, we can show that 
q^l2n-6^ = Z^n-6^'
To prove that q (12n_j.^  = £n ( a  ^ requires more work . 
Consider the following commutative diagram with e:cact rows: 
H2n-4(S1) ---- ^  H2n-4 flLi ) — n2n-3(^1 >q x 1 )
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I J —*f(2.2.6)
H2n-4(TE1 )---- > H2n-4(TilC1 ) _ l _ > H2n_3(T31 ,TflC1) .
I'o-. Hn“A(£lC1) * Z2«22«Z2 . < ^ \ l _ v  S f i ^ ,  ln_4 >
and so the kernel of iHn“4 ( i l c ^ ( I 1 ,QC,) is generated
y i n - 7  a n d  SV ln - 6  s 5 n c e
f> = ri'0(S^k]) = O and
$ ( Sop n-6-1 = P10(H  !V  = ° ’
¿s in the above cases ^2n-A^ ~ i(An (l .).' 2n-A' ° ' - v '*n-4' • the comnuta-
t'vity rr.d the exactness of the lower row of (2.2.6),
- E (tn-4- + -1E
where a1 and a-, are mod 2 integer;
x n - r J s 2 l '^1. l n_6^
^ 1j’e claim that ?: T
<\s .
-,L>
AJ c m  he altered in such a. way
(f| ®ao,)*(i,„_4) . y  (tn_4> = sn « n.4).
( In fact whenever such a similar situation arises this 
analogous deduction is always true. )
According to Peterson-Thomas [»] , any other lifting
of z -- >T3 to E^  is given by the action of a homotopy
class u € [T3^  , on 0 ^  » . '-’bat is p^of = p^f' iff
there exists a class u € Cp21, flL^ l such that
m* (f, u) = f  , i.e. f' is the composite 
TE1 -A* TS1 xTE1 -¡¿*4 a i 1 xE1 — %  B1
A a A 1where mriLL^E ---> E is the action of the fibre on the total
space of a. principal fibration and L - , f \  denotes based homoto— 
py classes of maps from X to Y. We shall use this to alter our 
f .
1 * r\ \By exactness of the sequence for the pair (PE , Tii.C1 )
?n  /V ithere exist classes z  ^ , z ? £ H (TE ) such that 
= ^ G  a n d
(Tii)r(32) = % p ^ \ n_ 6 ) .
Let u £ K -n-4(TS1) be the class Consider the follow­
ing commutative diagram:
/V A
th d ** 1 ** 1 V.V-=* v nr*? 1 1 s n- £-'1 n * 1' / A-- rJL1- 1 /*-J r -j
t  T1 ■■ rU 1 |”~1 * 11 1 1
TilO,i—2—  Pdf, xr.:ac, —i I -* ill , xl: .1 1
( 2 . 2 . 7 )
when a — fcflL., is the H-sprce multiplication
V_ 1 ^ 1d: TE --  ^-E x PE is the diagonal map. We claim
r“'*(lr.n-4} = 1 fifl2n-4+l2n- . ' fi1 *
Then (f l TJLC1) *(t2n_4) = d '(u | TflC^ xf)V d ^ )
= d '('-l^U':n-4) + ^I^Ci)'(a2n_4)x1 ) = 4 ^ ( 1 ^ ) .
Th.3 clain is easily derived from the commutativity of the foll­
owing diagram:
m
l
->Q-K2n-5
j, inclusion
(2.2.8) a i 1x^L1
l
------ > ill1
| projection
Q^2n-5x^ -K2r.-5 *^K2n-5
Therefore this completes the proof of lemma 2.2.4.
2.2.9. Hen;
/V V  4 A
f:TE---> E
(f |TflC!) (Z2n_6) = Zn (l ^ 6) •
v/itii the footpath already set it is not ii: rd to see that 
he follouin is true:
2 . " . 1 0 .  PaCPCSITICiT. 'Jvroose the followin ' situation is
;mven:
(•.2.11)
Q.:
i r
12 . 2 . 12 )
t JTi
i f  ; ■
9  H i
A*Tp
» p talk) -> I*
where .QL — >3 — > B is the principal bundle induced by 
^ ( k )  :?3— >L, f : T3 — >3 is a lifting of Tp:T3— >TB, q:20C->.QL 
is the restriction of f to TÆC end I is the corresponding pro­
duct of Bilenberg-ITacLane spaces forced froc C by replacing
the resnective cocronent K or E' by K or I" . Then ther s o+r ci+s
lifting f:T ^ rJrn'-’— >3 of fp can be chosen in such a way that
(2.2.13)
q ^q+r^
* , •*
2q(tr)
n
and
| (V s ) =•H*
zqU G) T/Jh.GT*G
where { iq+r ’ q q+s ' r, s not all distinct are
tive fundamental clc ores of the con;;cneats in 1 .
2.2.14. ’.'e can now state the rir.iosible class theorem 
which is tho tool bv which we identified our k-invs.rirn.ts .
1r:r:ci ■u. (Admis .•ible G lass Theorem).
¿U“' O3 0 the 3ituati.on (2.2.1) of Prorcsition 2., -.10 i3
iwen. J et 'It : .— >3 ’pa o h that tt (I:) is homotopic to
r. constc.nt p. nr” cso 6 ■: : t 2j is such *o 4*0 —is- sS k is
cTn j. - 'ible for e . : et Cl be the cohomology opera tion corras-
rondin to 0 where ©  is the cosot of D with respact to
I'er(q ')nir. ( )Ait(2} r ri't t ' is a fixed lift;in:r <Jf TC to
U . ¿hen th- re exist::; a clrS 3 e € ©  such that
.
I
i!
\
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
_
(Tp)*(UB).e € IZ( (Tp)*(UB)) - (Tp)*(N) 
where Ug is the Thom class of the q-pltne bundle over B and 
N C H^+^(TB) is such that
_0.( (Tn)*(UB )) = (Tx)*(N)) 
and is a coset with respect to Indett+a-(TB,il).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for the Genera­
ting Class Theorem. He shall give only a sketch, let J be the 
collapsing functor that takes the functor T to the functor T. 
Consider the following commutative di;,~rcn:
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induced by 3fc..j(k) and^Jf^Ck) respectively, the lifting f :T3
/v A
*V *\t
of Tr:Tl
A
T3 to 3 is given by Preposition 1.1.10 and g:TT->D
is the ’unique' nap nz king the lie gram commute, 
let 6 £ E ' *(j) bo a representative for the cohomology operat­
ic £1 given by Definition 2.1.1 i.e. - «(. I who re
A
^ = (b. , l- , ) and l. is the fundamental class of the
11 12 ^  1
respective Bilenbor--Ih.clune c-ace in ill . Then by 2.1.1(e) 
there eniot- c. class v. <Z ::C+1(T3) such thr^ t
(T<i)*( g)*(}) - (Tp)*(u) ) = 0
Thus, v = (^ g)*($) - (Tp)*(u) £ Ker((Tq)*) . Using the Thom 
isomorphism. l]fp there exists a unique class e € II^ (S) such 
that4f-,(e) = v . It is not difficult by looking into the cons— 
truction of JJ- to deduce that 
(2.2.16) ^ ( e )  =yu(8) .
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Hence we observe that e is in the coset of 6 with respect to 
Im(p )nfer(qw) since Ker(j*-) = Im(p*) in dimensions <  2J .
Cur main application of Theorem 2.2.14 is the following: 
2.2.17. THE0R3T'. Let the 2-strge Postnikov tower (2.1.4) 
be given. Let the k-invarisnts for the first and second stages 
be k* and k~ given by 1.2.10 and Table 1.2.13. Let ^  , i= 1, 
2,..,5 b:- the secondary cohomology operations ( on integral 
classes ) de-fined by Table 2.1.5. Then
(2V  (UB Spin U^BSpi>en^' ~ ^^-1 ^
i = 1
where 
b-ndle 
resnect tc
", e, 5 and 6
is the Thom clar - of the universal spin n-plane
n
and : N.’. .  ^ r re the respective coast with 1 1^i~6
ndet (TBSpjLn , ^_) such that
l i ( ( Tic) * (uBSpiry ' = ('TjO (-%) i = 1 ,2,
Proof. 3y Proposition 2.1.6, Theorem 2.2.1 A and the 
observation that Ker(p?)PiIm(q1 ) is aero in dimensions <
2(n-7)
2.2.13. COROLLARY. Hypothesis and notation as in Theorem 
2.2.14. Suppose ^:X-->B is a map from a space X to B such
■if
that ^  (k) —  * the constant rap. Then there exists a class 
e € (h) and a class u € H^(B) such that
(T*0*(nB ).( e(0 + \?xl ) = Q (  (TtO*(U3)) .
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Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.2.14.
2.2.19. COROLLARY. Suppose X is a space and ^:X >B3pinn 
is the classifying map of a spin n-plane Bundle over X satis­
fying (k^) = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 where k* = (kj »kj,,k^ ) is the
k-invariant for the first stage of an n-TPT for (2.1.2) .
Then there exist classes u ii11 =sii;6
k?(V + < f ( u . )  ) = $ * (  U ) , 1 *
such that
where U^ . is the Thor;, class of the bundle ^
are the sec or.'" ry cohomology operr.tj ons given hy Table 2.1.5»
O p h O= (kT,kX»l— ,.. ,kjr) is the k-invariant for- the second stage
■T ) ' 1BSpinn;'J1 i;-6
oV _
o f  the n-I'Jrf Tor (2.1.2); {
-1-1 is dot m *:■ined by j
Pro' f . • r • r' • ’ A {- 0 r- • The ore;- 2.2.17
«CHAPTER 3. SECONDARY COHOMOLOGY 0P3RATI0II3 AITD TIL5
n-IIPT FOR V ^--- » BSPin ----> BSPin---------  n,7 n-7 n
This chapter relies heavily on Ilahowald-Peterson [25J
and Hughes-fhomas £34-3 . Nothing virtually new is proved
except that the computation of ¿¡3* is presented in the flavour
of the view point of lifting. It provides the ease and the
confidence to identify the k-invariant for the third stage of
the n-KPT for the fibration V ---»33Fin _■— * 33Pin .n, ( n— t 11
§3.1. Preliminaries
We collect in this section all the well-known fact3 which 
we need without proofs. Let X in this 3 action be a pointed 
3poce ’whose base point possesses a contractible neighbormhood.
FACTS:
3.1.1. If X is q-conrected then the join IlX*jQX is 2o— 
connected where -Q.X denotes the based loops on X.
3.1.2. TT730RXX (larcus-IIeyer [?3 ) • I>et X be o-conr.ected 
n >  2 end let h:EAX— >X be the adjunct to . h regarded as
a fibrotion in the standard wa.y can be -written as follows:
(7 .1 .3 ) -0.x & x — » z n x ----- > x
where 'oy abus0 of notation we write the hreotopy types of the 
spaces involved. Then
(1) the followin'- diagram is cor-uta.tive for all i >  1 :
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^(OXdflX) i-- - H^S&X) f— ^----- H^X)
(3.1.4) t
H1“1 (aXxSX)~\. m ui-1
where H i3 any singular cohomology theory with coefficients in
a principal ideal ring, ---- * Hi_1 C&X) is the loop
t i
homomorphism, m:QXx$lX — >QJL is the Hopf nulplication, 
s:H (EilX)— =» H (ilX) is the suspension isomorphism and
A :H*(&XxftX)--»H*+1 (Al^ ClX) is the I'ayor-Vietoris coboundary
for the triad pIXUlX,A1 ,A01 where A 1OA, is homeomo^phic to 
-TlXxDX and the deformation retracts of A. and Ap are .QXxO and 
1 x(2X respectively; and
(2) for 1 < i Ach-2 there erists hononorphisn3 
0" :H*(XxX, vh)— » rl^-  ^(fl-htilh) such that the following diagram 
commutes
~(x) <e
(3.1.5)
Hi_1 (£L : XL :)
'f e*
h 1 ( XxX, :■>::)h^ x ) <-------
whe’-e rt:H7'-1 (&X il.) ---is the trans gression in the
fihration (3.1.3) if o_j> 1, dsH^XxX, XvX) — } H~(X) is the 
diagonal rp — -omim: t: on. 'Moreover & is an isomorphism for 
i < 3q+1 and a mononorphisn for i=3<l+1 .
3.1 .6. rHCKuT',?” !:. et x  be a. fir.it ly generated 
Abelian group. Then
(1) U ;j(Z(i:(Tt,.15))r 0 for j <  q-< 1: 7T  ^(•:(:.(x,q):} s X  ;
T T ^ l O U K Î T W q ) ) )  s  TC SI T«-;
■n2q+2(£tK(U.,q))) = K * * ;  and 
(2) the F.oore-Postnikov invariant
ki+1(K(m,q)*K(n.,q)) = 0  for i « 3q 
Hence all the k-invariants of dimensions < 3q+1 
for the fibration K(w.,q)*K(n.,q) —> E(K(Tt,q))— > K(n,q+1) come 
from the cohomology of the base K(7t,q+1). In particular,
k2q+2(E(K(7L,q))) = - l U  l€ H2q+2(K(-ir,q+l),-nie7C) 
where (K(7L,q+1 ) ; n. ) is the fundamental class of E(7l,q+1 )
The following lemra is well known:
3.1.7. iiSMMA. Suppose we have the following splitting 
of a vector bundle f over a space B: i © 6 where £ is the 
trivial line bundle. Then there is a natural map 
e: Z(T(§)) --- > T(2T)
which is a homotopy equivalence. Let s:II (E(Tf§)))— >H ~^(T(ij)) 
be the suspension isomorphism where H is any singular cohomol­
ogy theory with coefficients in a principal ideal ring with a 
'cup' product pairing . Then
s(.e*(U,.x)) = U_.x for all x € HW(3).
• 7
i
The proof of lemra 3.1.7 follows from some complicated 
argument, essentially due to filnor, using the stability pro­
perty of cup product. V/e leave the details to the reader.
-mm* JL
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We shall need the next three technical lemmas for the
computation of operations of type or First we
make some definitions.
3.1.8. Definitions. Consider the following situation:
ilc
(3.1.9)
B ->• C
where p:E— *3 is the principal fibration induced by w:3-->C.
Then we have the following fibre square:
(3.1.10)
-0-0x3 -> 3
1
B
Replacing B by the mapping cylinder of p we consider p:B—  
as an inclusion and 3o we have the map 
p,: (3, HCx3) --- » (B, 3)
where 3 is to be thought of as the mapping cylinder of i) 
and B is to be thought of as the mapping cylinder of p .
We make the following definitions:
A  = d (Ker(p1)) ;
T*(£CxE) = i»"1 p*(H*(B,B)) ;
T* (110x3,3) = j' T* (0.0x2) ; and 
T (-QOa3 )  = c*“1T*COOx3)
where &:H (11.0x3)--- >H'~1(E, TcCxE) is the coboundary operator
for the pair (3, SLOxE) and c:Q0x3-- > ilOA3 io the collapsing
map and j :-Q0x3---* (fl0x3,3), d:B-- ^(3,E) are the respective
inclusions.
Æ
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3.1.11. LEMMA ( S. Thomas ). Data as given by (3.1.9). 
Suppose B is m-connected and C is q-connscted. Then if 
u, v G H (E) are cohomology classes of dimensions ^ m+q, and 
i (v) = 0 , yit(u.v) = i*(u)f2v G H^CûOaE)
-H* -K*where (E)----- * H (ACaE) i3 defined analogously as in
Ì1.3.2.
3.1.12. LEM TA (E. Thomas ). Suppose 0 = X(Z2,q+1).
Then T^(AC/*E) = H^ (/1c aE) for 0 i =i 2q+m+1 .
3.1.13. LETTA (E. Thomas ).
(1) The sequence
(3.1.14) H*(E)nKer(i*) > T*(ACa E) II>+1 (3)//\
is exact; suppose C = T ( Z 0, q+1 ), then
(2) A 2ì+2= | r  ! C H 2^ D )  and
(3) the sequence
5)
is exact.
The pro'-fs of these lemmas can be found in Thomas QsS} 
and we refer the reader to it for details.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows:
In sections 2, 3 and 4 the comput: tion cf operations of types 
5  and is carried out with emphasis on their stability
property an in section 5 we apply the results to our operati­
ons and thus pives us the indication to obtr in some sort of
■' ideati fie • -.tion o? the n—dimensional component of the k- 
inv- riant "or the third nt-g ; o~ f\ • n-J IT "or (?.1.2) .
' V »
§3.2. Operations of Type ^
Aden sqave the following relations:
(3.2.1) ^ 2^ +1 + S ^ +2^ 1 = o for q s 0,1 nod 4 
and for q s Q  nod 4 we can write the relation (3.2.1) as
( 3 . 2 . 2 )  S c j ^ S S ^ )  + ¿c(}+2S j  = 0 . 
be shall prove tho following; theorem:
3.2.3. THE CRH-: (I-Iahowald- Peterson)
There exists a stable secondary cohomology operation 
associated with the relation (3.2.1) such that
where b is the fundamental class of Y the universal exampleq q
for q-dinonsional nod 2 cohomology class x s tisfyin,7 = 0 .
5.2.4. COROLLARY. There exists a stable secondary coho­
mology operation associated with the relation (3 .2 .2 )
such that So b 'Jb £ (b)1  q q i q
where b is the fundamental class of y1 q
3. ".5. CC RCIT-ARY. Them exists a stable secondary coho­
mology oner: tion (B ^ associated with the relation 
(3.2.6) ¿ a 0 on internal c las res for q = 0,1(4)
such the t 1 . '* " ( O  •
Corollary 3.2.5 fo lews from heorer 3.'.5 and Corollary 
3.2.4 follows almost in th' same manner as 3.2.5 fro:: iusorem 
3.2.3. The detail, are left to the re- der.
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3.2.5. Definition. The following- commutative diagram of 
spaces and naps shall often be refered to as the first stage
Koore-Postnikov decomposition of h: EE K
1+1 *
(3.2.6)
2q+2
where Pq+i:Ga-1---- ^ Kq+1 is PrinG -^Pal fibration over E^+1
induced by l^+1Ul*+1 , s .jîEK*— ?> Gq + 1 is a lifting of h:EK^—
* * *— *K . to G ,. and s., is the restriction of s. to K * K  .q+1 q+1 ¿- 1 q q
3.2.7. We shall rephrase Theorem 3.2.3 in the form that
i3 easier to understand. In fact we shall proved Corollary
3.2.4 and then deduce Theorem 3.2.3 from it.
PROPOSITIC 17. Let G . be the universal example for inte- q+l
2gral cohomology class x of dimension q+1 satisfying x =0.
V I
ology class v 67 H
Then s1(v) = i + h"(y) 
here Y  67 (EE.,) is such that s(Y) = , and
£ f 9 >o {-) • Given a cohom-
V = ^ % l2n+1 *
>
i
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Iroof. let Y £ H ^ +^(EE") bo snch that s(t) = Sq\ u l* .<1 I h 9.
Then by The or on 'J. 1.2(1) and letting a*b=A(axb) for a,b G H*(K*),
i\ i) = Am*(S«£l.Jjl*)
= A(sf v V 1 + 1* s < V V
O -tr -*
* - 2 * 
+ Lf H \ )
«-*^ r 2 * „ * r ? *
- V H  h  + V % h •
By Theorer:. 3.1.2(f) and the ¿Terre exact sequence for the fibre—
ticn n .:G . *q+1 q+1 K we see thet
S2^^q+1 ^ = Vq*lq
Hence i • s1 (v) = M  S«j ) = S « ^  *1, +
so that i (s1 (v) - ) = 0
Therefore by e‘*rctncc' of the feme exact sequence for h 
s1 (v) = Y  + h (y)
»y ^
where y € II'->(ir .) c m  be written ns s-deconpocable. Ahl’r '
little reflection on the mod 2 cohor.olory grours of i: . tells
<1 - 1
that there exists s <Z E2q-+/r(Z^ _,/,) nodiO-o Scjq’+‘it"+2 sv-c:i ^.et 
O'1 (-) = y .
Thio proves the first part of 1-re posit ion 3 .2 .7 . To se-o the 
second assertion consider the following connutntive diagren 
for q H  0 (4) :
°=> H=1+^ ‘(k;+2 m ) >H2o-+4+a( ^ ^ 2 + a 3 °
S'3 0,3 V
<*2> -
TT°'h:'4/G \ ^  ' q+2' — > E ^ G ^ o i  - i o
(3.2.9)
- IB A
i
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where by abuse of notation we denote the universal example 
for (q+2+s)-dimensional integral cohomology class x satisfying 
S f *  = 0 by CJq+2+s.
The rows are easily seen to be exact. The first and last 'ver- 
tical' homomorphisms are obviously isomorphisms. Therefore the 
5-Lemma applies to give that 0,3:H2'1+^+s((rq+2+s)— * g2q+4^(j^^) 
is an isomorphism. Thus take a representative v € H^ -^+^(Q-q +2 ) 
then our previous argument gives that 
s1 a'(v) = if + h ' (y)
where y = (S’1 (x). Define <)> = v - p“+2('■-); then
s*cr'(4>) = V .
This completes th? proof of Proposition 3.2.7.
Wo have an immediate corollary:
3.2.10. COROLLARY. Tor any lifting s ^ Z E --- >Ga+i
of h:ZE * * - * — 2q+31 cl  ^_v w2q+3 tvv*V i  t0 V i  S1: 11 (0 ,) ) is aq+1 q'
nonom.orpnism.
3.2.11. Proof of Theorem 3.2.3.
Let £}„ be the universal example for mod 2 s-dinensional 
cohomology class x satisfying &{:c = ^ - +*x = 0 . Then ire have 
the followin'- commutative diagram:
( 3 . :.1?)
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is regarded*where ^:K^+1— > Kq+1 is n°d - reduction and Gq+1 
as the total space of the principal fibration over Yc+  ^ induced 
by S^+^bn+  ^ (where bq+  ^ is the fundamental class of Yq+  ^) and 
the rest of the diagram is composed of the obvious liftings 
that make it commutative.
Therefore given v € Hi'Ci+^  (G-  ^) such that i*(v) = ^ % l2q+1
(EÇ) s*(v) = s*^(v)
# tSJ= 0+ h 6^ (x) by Proposition 3.2.7 
for some x € (K” . 0)
■K* ^  -X» vr -t-= (EÇ) (r) + h < r( a) for ( is epimorphic 
= (f ( T  + h V  ( z )) by commutativity of (3.2.12)
•if ^  ^  ^Thus, s. (v) = T  + h ff'i z) + x
where s(]f) = S<^ ~bqUb^ and x € Eer((EÇ) ' )rCT^+  ^(EY^).
Since Y_ is of the same homotopy type as E(Z^,q) we see that 
Eer((ZÇ) ) is the ideal generated by
{ S«|X|r| I=(i1 ,...,i ) admissible with ir >  1 and'lji'is
the unique renrosentative for the stable operation
associated with = 0 }.
hence there exists v £ H ^ ‘*'(Y j0) such that** C^-TiT-
x r- h û vy) .
Thus we hr ve shown that there exists x ~ H“2 + *(Y ,) such that
iN/
(3 .2 .1 3 ) s. (v) = Y + h («'(x) + d) where d is decomposable.
' ■ o have a o i r - "ran 
c o homo 1c ■" ■ r oups
analogous to (3.2.9) with exact rows and the
I
on the left are replaced by those of the Y^ 3.
4Using a similar argument as in the proof of the analogous 
statement in the proof of Proposition 3.2.7» it is shown that
«•“ = — ♦ h!,*4V
is an isomorphism, llovr let <|> £ jj2<l+4((j^ )^ tie a representative
for the operation associated with (3.2.1) then by (3.2.13)
* ^  ^ *s ^ f )  = y + h (rtx) + decomposable) 
for some x € jj2q+4(y ^).
let p = 4» — Pg+2 • ™hus s»s15^4) = Ub^ . And so
A/
$ £ H-^+^(Gc , 0) is a natural candidate representing a stable 
secondary cohomology operation associated with the relation
(3.2.1) satisfying the coneIns ion of Theorem 3.2.3. This com­
pletes the proof.
^3.3. Cper; tions of Type ^ 5 ,
For o » 2  mod 4 Adem gave the following relations in 6t(2) 
(3.3.D (S<t2S ^ ) S ^  + S { % a-+2 + S(-+25^ = 0 ;
(3.3.2) Sf(*Sf) + s4S{-+2 + S(1+2S^1 = 0 ;
and on integral clar es the fol?.owin •*:
(-••:>.1) = o and
1.7.3.2) ■S^ ( £ ~ = o .
We use the same notation as in §3.2. Similar to §3.2 we 
obtain the following theorem:
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3.3.3. THEOREM (Kahowald-Peterson).
(1) There exists a stable secondary cohomology operation 
associated with the relation (3.3.2) such that
V Sl \  € ’t4<bq)
where b^ is the fundamental class of the universal example 
for mod 2 cohomology class x of dimension q satisfying x = 0
(2) there exists a stable secondary cohomology operation
i # *associated with the relation (3.3.2) such that
€ W
*
where is the fundamental class of K(Z,q);
(3) there exist stable secondary cohomology operations 
%  and £ *  associated with the relations (3.3.1) and (3.3.1)
respectively such that ' $ 4 C V *  ’ 5 4 C ^ 4
where ^  and are given by (1) and (2); hence
0 £  £ 4(V i> • 0 £  £ X - i >  •
Proof. The proof of parts (1) and (2) is similar to the 
proof of Theorem 3.2.3; part (3) follows from parts (1) and 12)
$3.4. Operations of Type %  . ori;.
Consider the following Adem's relation:
(3.4.1) ^  4*S^+1 + £0|C1+4S^1+ Scjq+5S^2 = 0 for q =0 , 3  (8);
(3.¿.2) S| 4( ^ q ) + S^q+^ 0|2 + ¿Cjq+4$C|1 = 0 for q = 0 (8);
(3.A.3 ) V ^ q+1 + S ^ q+^ 2  = 0 for q ^ 1 , 2  (8 ) and
£o|4 ( $ ,^ q ) + &jq+3.£fl|2 = 0 f ° r  1 2  2 ( 8 ) .(3.4.4)
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We also have the corresponding relations on integral classes
13.4.1) *, 13.4.2)*, (3.4.3)* and (3.4.4)* respectively.
We may now state the main theorem of this section:
3.4.5« THEOREM(Mahowald-Peterson-Hughes-Thomas).
11) There exist stable secondary cohomology operations
and associated with the relations (3.4.1) ,
(3.4.2) , 13.4.3)* and (3 .4 .4)* respectively such that 
dqUSei*dq € ^ i (dq) i = 6,3, or 5 and
* . a * 1 * . *.
diU£i \ £,t5(V
■it -X-where d is the fundamental class of D the universali example <1 <1
for q-dimensional integral cohomology class x satisfying
% 2x = 0;
(2 ) there exist stable secondary cohomology operations 
Ì  6 » ^  3 * £ 5  311(1 lifj. associated with the relations (3.4.1),
13.4.2) , (3.4.3) and (3 .4.4) such that 
duSc,4d„ € §>,(dj i = 6, 3 ;
1 q
e_U Sa e_ € '5(eq) and equ5<feq £ % {e^
where d is the fundamental class of D the universal, example
q q 1for q-dimensional mod 2 cohomology class x satisfying
r O ***= ocTx = 0 and e is the fundamental class of E the universal L q q.
example for q—dimensional mod 2 cohomology class x satisfying
H 2x - 0 •
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We shall need the following propositions in the proof 
of Theorem 3.4.5. First we set up some notations:
3.4.6. The following commutative diagrams shall be ref­
erred to in the next three propositions:
(3.4.7)
2q+2
where V i  is the universal example for (q+1 )-dimensional in-
2 * *
tegral cohomology class x satisfying S^ "x = 0, pq+1 :Gq+i— >Dq4-i
ft ft ftis the principal fibration over Dq+1 induced by d ^ U d ^  where
ft ft
dq+.j is the fundamental class of Dq+1 and the rest of the dia­
gram is made up of the obvious maps and spaces;
K
(3.4.8)
D *D - 
<1 <1
2 q+1 
i
=3+1
ED
<U
> ,q+1
q^+1
V 1
^ +1d^q+i_s:2q+2
where Dq+1 is the universal example for (q+1 )-dimensional mod 
2 cohomology class x satisfying x = x = 0, pq+1 :Gq+T"^ Dq+1 
is the principal fibration over Dq+1 induced by dq+} where
^2q+2
where V i  is the universal example for (q+1)-dimensional mod
n 2 r* ~2 cohomology class x satisfying x = 0, pq+1 :G^+-j— * ^ q+l is
the principal fibration over Dq+  ^ induced by ^j*+^eq+1 where
'V
e . is the fundamental class of D ,* . q+1 q+i
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We shall need the following propositions in the proof 
of Theorem 3.4.5. First we set up some notations:
3.4.6. The following commutative diagrams shall be ref­
erred to in the next three propositions:
(3.4.7)
n
tegral cohomology class x satisfying x = 0, Pq+t :Gq+i— >Dq4-1
is the principal fibration over D^+1 induced by d^+^Ud^+1 where
and the rest of the dia-* * d^+.| is the fundamental class of D^+1
gram is made up of the obvious maps and spaces;
iK,
13.4.8)
D *D - 1 <1
2q+1
i
_s±l
2D_
ai ^  I V i
^  q+1 —
♦ V i
Jq-tl_K2q+2
where D^+1 is the universal example for l q+1)-dimensional mod
1 p2 cohomology class x satisfying x = S«^x = 0, pq+1 :Gq+T~^ ^ q+l 
is the principal fibration over Dq+i induced by where
K2q+2
A/
where D  ^ is the universal example for (q+1)-dimensional mod
n 2 ** ~2 cohomology class x satisfying x = 0, p^+1 :G^+-j— > is
the principal fibration over induced by H q+' e^+1 where
'V
e  ^ is the fundamental class of Dq+-| •
êêè /k "t »
«We can now state our propositions:
3.4.10. IMPOSITION. Suppose ^  H2q+5(S*+1) is such 
that i*+1 I*) = S ^ 4 q+1 . Then
-;«*> = t * + h*tx)
where 'f € H2q+^(EDq) is such that s(~X ) = dquS^dq and 
x € H2<1+5(D*+1) is given by
x = d + p fi^ (y) for some y € H2q-+8(Kq+ )^
where d € H2q+^(D is decomposable and p:Dq+ -^-+■ ^ q+1
the principal fibration defining Dq+1 .
3.4.11. PROPOSITION. Let <}> € H2q-+5(G ^  ) be such that
V l (^  = Sl S q +1 * Then
s*(<t>) * Y + h*(x)
where / £ H2<1+^ (ZDq) is the unique class such that 
s(Y) = d uSe^d andq L q
x € E2cl+5 (Dq+i ) is given by
x = d + pV^(y) for some y € H2<1+8(Yq+ )^ 
where d € H2<^+^(Dq+ )^ is decomposable and p:D^+j— > ^ q+1 
principal fibration over Tq+1 defining Dq+1 .
Before we give the proofs for these two propositions 
we shall prove Theorem 3.4.5 assuming that Propositions 3.4.10 
and 3.4.11 are true.
3.4.12. Proof of Theorem 3.4.5.0)
Let v € H2c*-+®(Gq+ )^ be a representative for a stable
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secondary cohomology operation associated with the relation
(3.4.2) or (3.4.4) such that i*+^(v) = . Then by
Proposition 3.4.10
s.jtr^iv) = Y + h* p a*^(y) for some y € h2<1+8(K*+^) . 
Define <{> = v - pq+^ p (y). Then
s 8 ^ ( 4 )  = a(ï + h p tf3(y) _ s* p^+1 p*<f3 (y) )
= s(Y*) = dqu V d q  •O' H H
Thus ^ € H2 ci+8 (G(i+^ ) is a natural candidate for the operation 
iE  ^or since is the universal example for the operat­
ion or ^ 5 • Obviously the conclusion of the theorem is
satisfied for this choice of or •
j o
To prove the theorem for ^ g  and $  ^  the following con­
sideration is needed:
let G^+.j be the universal example for the operation 
1 ; or I  ^  on (q+1 )-dimensional integral cohomology class.
Then it is easy to see that there exists a commutative diagram:
(3.4.13)
where ^
A
is the induced map.
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Let v € H2q+8 (Gq+ )^ be a representative for the operat­
ion 5  g or $ ;  such that i*+4 (v) = ■H4l2q+4.. Then
»! fi-5 (v) = s ^ r V ) by commutativity of (3.4.13)»
f + h* pV^(y) for some y € h 2i+8 < V 4 >
by Proposition 3.4.10. 
,2q+8 /„ > ,_ rL a * * ThusDefine v € H ^ +°(Gq+4) by v = v - pq+4 p (y)
A *  A* 3 , V AW 3 a * ♦ . V
a 1 (T^iv) = 31 <5"^ (v) - Sl r 5 pq+4 p (y)
= s1 r ;(v) - s1 Pq+1 p <rJ(y)
= f.
Hence s s1 G"^'v) = daU.Sc^ cL . Then it is easy to see that v £* u
H* q (Gq+4' is a candidate representing the stable secondary 
cohomology operation J g  or 5  5 satisfying the conclusion of 
Theorem 3.4.5. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.^.5 (1).
'L'o prove part (2) of Theorem 3.4.5 we will need the fol­
lowing proposition which is an analogue of Proposition 3.4.11
a J
when Dq+  ^ is replaced by D  ^ •
3.4.14. PROPOSITION. Let q 5  1 or 2 (8) and let data be 
given by diagram (3.4.9). Suppose £ H2q+^(G^+1) is such that
\l+1 ^  = ^°L^2q+1 ’
3-j (<l>) = T  + h*(x)Then
where Y £ H2q-+^(ZDq) is the unique class such that 
s(Y) = equ ^ 4eq
and x £ H2q+^(Dq+1) is given by
x = d + p V 5 (y) for sore y £ H2q+8(K .)<1+4 9
1
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where d € H2q+^(D(i+1 ) is decomposable and p:D^ + 1---*Kq+l ^
the principal fibration over K^+1 defining D^+  ^ .
Assuming that Proposition 3.4.14 is true we prove the 
second part of Theorem 3.4.5.
3.4.15. Proof of Theorem 3.4.512).
The existence of a stable secondary cohomology operation 
satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 3.4.5 follows from 
Proposition 3.4.11 in much the same way as the existence of 
follows from Proposition 3.4.10 in 3.4.12. The existence 
of satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 3.4.5 follows from 
the existence of such stable secondary cohomology operation 
using a simple argument involving a diagram similar to Diagram 
(3.4.13) where G^+1, D^+1 , ED^ and G^+1 are replaced by
'/S'
G^+ 1 , , ED^ and G^+1 respectively where is the univer­
sal example for the operation .
Similarly the existence of a stable secondary cohomology 
operation satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 3-4-5 foll­
ows from Proposition 3.4.14 in much the same way as the exist­
ence of such stable secondary cohomology operation I. followso
from Proposition 3.4.11. The existence of a stable secondary 
cohomology operation satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 
3.4.5 follows from the existence of such stable secondary coho­
mology operation 3  5 in the same way as the existence of such 
^  ^  follows from the existence of such 5  g .
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.5.
is
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3.4.16- Proof of Proposition 3 .4.10.
It is easily seen that for any cohomology class £ € 
H2q+5(G*+i) such that i*+i(4, = % 4t2q+1
i s ^ )  = s2 iq+1l+) = + dq* % 4dq.
Now let G H2<1+^ vZD#) be the unique class such that
b a*) = .
Then i (Jf) = Sa4d M *  + d**.S<f4d* by the commutativity of Dia-
u . Q. Q. Q.
gram (3.1.4). Thus
i*(s*((J>) - Y  ) = 0.
Therefore by the exactness of the Serre exact sequence for the
fibration h:£D_ V 1
s^(^) = K + h*(x) for some x G H
r*
let i:Kq+2 •D_.. be the inclusion of the fibre into the total q+1
space of the fibration p:D 
Then
K_ .. induced by S*^lcq+1 " “q+1 ^q+1 '
0 = i s = i s Of ) + i s h  (x)
= i <rU)
,'V*= r1 i (x) .
But Her >)- <  «-„.S’H \ + 2  > Zj
Thu3 i*(x) = ^ '^+2-SV  Zq+2 for some °*-€ z 2 * Vie claiE that 
c^= 0 . Because otherwise if o( j£ 0 then
d U q+2 *SV lq+2 } = °
V A* -jt*
where i:K.q+2— > ^ q+1 S’3 considered as a fibrstion and j:K.q— ^Kq+2 
is the inclusion of its fibre into the total space. This then 
contradicts the fact that j *(lq+2.S<j1 £q+2) = Scj 2Z*. Stj5i.q ^ 0 .
*
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Thus we may assume that x £ Ker( i ). Now lemma 3.1.13 gives 
the following exact sequence:
(3 .4.1 7 ) H2«+5(K*+, l-^S^Sjo'^JnEerd*) ----- »
* . 'C' —2q+6[Tr* x / /c.21 * *2H ’« V i 1 / ^  V i J‘
Now that H2(l+5(Kq+2 AD*+1) 5 < ^ 2lq+2»dq+1 and that
J * -  (^ + 4 ’dq+1) "  H 22q+2®dq+1 ^  Lemma 3 *1 *11
where t)/q+4 18 i*1® unique class such that i*(4^+4) = Se|2 2q+2 J
from which we deduce by the exactness of (3 .4 .1 7 ) that
-  p dq+1 .^ q+4) = 0 for some p € Z2 .
Therefore x = ^ d * +1.^ q+4 + P*(xj for some~ € H2q+5 (K*+1) .
It is easily seen that there exists a class y € H2q+8(K*+4)
*  /v ■#. tr
such that p (x) = p (TJ(y) . Thus we have shown that
x = d + p <r3(y) where d € H2q+3(Dq+1) is decom­
posable and s 1 (4>) = K + h (x) . This completes the proof of 
Proposition 3.¿.10.
3.A.18. Proof of Proposition 3.4.11.
Similar to the proof of Proposition 3.4.10 we find that 
for any cohomology class <$> € H2q+5(Gq+1) such that
S + l ^  = % 4Z2q+1 '
there exists a cohorology class x € H2q+3(D .) such thatq+1
®1f(i>) = T  + h*U) .
As in 3.4.16, 0 = i s s 1 (c|>) = 1* s(V) + T* s h*(x)
= i <T(x) = 5^i (x) ,
• 1 ■S*»* i» m
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where i:Xq+2-- D^q+1 ia "t:'kle inclusion of the fibre in the total
space of the fibration p:Dq+ —^ *Yq+1 induced By S«^ bq+1 ( 
where bq+1 is the fundamental class of T^+1). Thus
i (x) = *(. lq+2 * ^ *|1 \+2 for aome ^  .
We claim that o( = 0. Otherwise suppose o( 0 then
3  ^i-q+2* So| lq+2^ = 0
where j: Yq *2'q+2 tl18 inclusion of the fibre in the total
iv/
space of ±:Kq+2 * ^q+l w^en it is regarded as a fibration.
This then contradicts the fact that
^ V 2 * V lq+2> = £o\ \ - Sf \  * °*
Hence i (x) = 0  . Now lemma 3.1.13 gives the following exact 
sequence:
(3.4.19) H2q+5(Yq+1) H2q+5 (Dq+1)nKer( i*)
*  a2,lt5V 2 A V i )- ^ H2^ 6<V i ) ' (St \ +,)2-
“» ■ ^ ,5( V A V l ) > <  - s,2W V i  >Z2
»her« ^ 2  £ H’ * 2 *0,,.! > 13 « n m l t0 P*(Çq+2> " her» Ç qt2 e
H^+2(Yq+2) is the unique class representing the stable cohomo­
logy operation defined by the relation in 51(2), Scj1 £<j1 = O .
But t(S<)1lq+^ q+2) = S % \ +1. Ç q+2 4 0 whereas X( S^Zq+10dq+1 )
. /%/
= Hence S ^2-^2®4^+2 is not in the image of . Now let i}/q+^
€ Hcl+/*'(Dq+1 ) be the unique class such that i (4^+ )^ = q^+2'
thenJ ± % +4- dq+i} " 2 ¿q+29dq+1 by lenura 3.1.11. Thus by the
exactness of the sequence (3 .4.1 9 ),
X = ^ dq+1 *^q+4 + P*U  ) for some p€ Z2 0X1,1
__
ft wm ssr* w* ■*’
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x € h 2<1+^  (Yq+1) . From this it is trivial to deduce 
that there exists a cohomology class y € _^) such that
x = decomposable + p*^^(y) .
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4.11.
3.4.20. Proof of Proposition 3.4.14. The proof is simi­
lar to that of Proposition 3.4.11 in 3.4.18 and is omitted.
$  3.5. Application to the Identification of k-invariants.
3.5.1. THEOREM. Rotation as given by Diagram (2.1.4). 
There exist stable secondary cohomology operations i = 1,
2,...,6 , such that
for i = 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 ;
$;«Tq,>*U!B3plnn»  = I <Tq1>*<UB3pilln).<k2 . V W  I-
Proof. By Theorems 3.2.3, 3.3.3 and 3.4.5 there exist 
stable secondary cohomology operations i = 1,2,4» 5»6 such 
that
S i « T * >  U^BSpinn ^  = l 0 J j
Therefore the assertion follows from Theorem 2.2.17. We are
left with proving the assertion for i = 3. By Theorem 3.4.5(1)
"X *there exists stable secondary cohomology operation such 
s7£ ; « T ’0*(UB3pilli»  i d r t ' l O f f i p i •that
Therefore by Lemma 3.1.7
( ^ ) * ^ BSpinn>*^4-wn-7) € ^  (I,ü* (UBSpln
The assertion then follows from Theorem 2.2.1 7 . This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3.5.1.
3.5.2. Remark. One way to use the Admissible Class 
Theorem to identify the n-dimensional k-invariant for the third 
stage of the n-KPT for the fibration (2.1.2) is to alter the 
fibration (2.1.2) such that w^ = 0 in the base. This follows 
from Table 1.2.16, Theorem 2.2.14 and Theorem 3.5.1 since 
we can find a tertiary operation satisfying the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2.2.14, which will identify the new k-invariant and 
hence will give some control over the original k-invariant.
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This will be carried out in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4. A TERTIARY COHOr OLOGY OPERATION AND 
THS SINGLE OB3TRUCTIOIT TO LIFTING
This chapter is concerned mainly with the identification 
of the n-dimensional component of the k-invariant for the third 
stage of the n-MPT for the fibration,
Tn,7--- ♦ BS0a.7 [8]---► BS0n[8] ,
induced canonically from the fibration (2.1.2), where X |jj] 
denotes the (j-1)-connective covering over X for any based 
space X.
^4.1 . The chain complex 5 n for n =  7 (8) 15
We assume familiarity with C.R.P. haunder [21^  . Since 
we are concerned with a particular tertiary cohomology operat­
ion, its definition is self evident in the definition of the 
universal example for a tertiary cohomology operation; moreover, 
in the next chapter can be found an axiomatised definition of 
an H order cohomology operation due to P. Adams and C.R.F. 
launder. Ve leave the exploration into some of the properties 
of K order cohomology operations, in particular, the relation 
of an operation to its (S-) dual operation, to the next
chapter
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4.1.1. The complex ( n =  7 (8) ^ 1 5  ) 
let
d
(4.1.2) : Gq, ~2 T--- "3
be the chain complex of 0t( 2)-modules and homomorphisms defined 
as follows:
Cq is free on one generator cQ of degree 0;
C1 is free on i c1 >2, c1>n_g, c1>n_5» ci,n-3 *
where degree of c^   ^= i ;
°2 is free on * c2,n-4’ c2,n-3* c2,n-2* c2,n-2’ c2,n-1’ 
c2,n+1' c2,4 ! where degree of c = i ;
Cj is free on one generator c^ n+2 of degree n+2;
and the differentials are defined below:
J_ „  r . 2.
d1C1,1  "  ^ i c 0  ;  d1c1 , 2  ~  ° 0 ;
d. c1c1,n-3 =S<[
i n-jcQ; dlCl r n-5 j c n-t>,n-5 ~ c0’ d1c1,n-6 “ ^  c0
6.
d2c2,4 " ^  °1,1 + S<1 c1,2 ' 
d2c2,n-4 = 5°1,1 + ^1^c1,n-6;
d2c2,n-3 = 4°1,1 + ^ 2°1,n-b;
d2°2,n-2 = ,1 + ^ ~ 4c1,2 + ^ 4°1 ,n-6;
d2cl,n-2 = ■Sc\n_^c1 ,1 + S1 c1,n-3 + C1 ,n-5;
d2c2,n-1 = 3°1,2 + c 1,n-5'
d2°2,n+1 = ^ ^ l . l  + ^ n"1°1,2 + S<)4c1,n-3;
and
d3: °3--^C2 is &iven by
d3°3,n+2 - (£‘\2-S‘14)c2fn-4 + ( + )c2,n-2
’ ,4 *
, , n-2+ ¿Oj O')
+ >Hm w JL.
< W H
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4.1.3. LENKA. 6  _ is admissible in the sense of C.R.F.
Naunder. (i.e. admits a geometric realisation. )
Proof. First we show that there is a geometrical realisa­
tion for the chain complex 
d, d.
(4.1.4) C2 — 1» C1 — U  C0
This is easily seen fbr this chain complex is associated with 
the (rector) cohomology operation ( $ 1, i 2, i3.i+. I 5. I 6.4i) 
where 5  ^for i = 1*2»..» 6 are the stable secondary eohoaolo— 
gy operations given in chapter 3 and ^  is the stable second­
ary cohomology operation associated with the relation in 01(2)
(4.1.5) % 2S<T + = 0  .
Let p^:P^-- be the principal fibration with classifying
map f, = ( H a" V \ n'5ln'\n' \ ’ H'ln> : ^h"-* «,
where I11 = K2n-6xK2n-5x“2n-3xTCn+2xKn-i-1 • Then we have the fo11- 
owing commutative diagram:
(4.1.6)
---> H (il, ) H*+1 (E^)
Pi fo
-> co
where (CQ )^— > Hn+“(K^) i3 an isomorphism for t < n,
^ ^ : (C^ ).,.— ^ Hn+^(H1) i3 an isomorphism for t  ^ (n+2) and
2: ^2 ’— (*1 ) (P^) 4s ^ne h°monior?114sn that maps the
generators to their corresponding representatives for the 
stable secondary cohomology operations, and T*(P^) is defined 
in definition 3.1.3. note that T>(P1) is isomorphic to H*(P1)
in dimensions less than or equal to (2n-1) and it embeds in 
H (P1) monomorphically in dimensions less than or equal to 2n . 
Corresponding to this choice of operations is the principal 
fibrations, p^tP?-----* ^  >
with classifying map f2 = » ^ 2 » ^ 3 » ^ 4.» ^ 5 * ^ 6* :P1 >M2
where <(> i = 1> 2,..,5,6 and are the representatives for
the operations and M2 = K2n-5 xK2n-4xK2n-3xK2n-3 xK2n-2xK2nx5n+3 * 
Thus we obtain the following diagram:
1
T (P^
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(4.1.7) fo
nJ  myI 3
H*+1  \
I fi r3v
Î *2
n
^2 ~
l ? 2
fi
V 3!
-> h (i:2)
where f?«f? = f, , fl^dg = q>f2 and ^ 2 : (02)t~ >  Hn+t"'(M2) 
is an isomorphism for t ^(n+7).
Our aim is to show that ^  d^ factors through H*(P2) ; i.e., 
we want to show that f2«d, is the zero homomorphism, because 
the image of the generator c^ n+2 under f2«d^ lies in the range 
of dimensions within the range of the lerre exact sequence for 
the fibration, P^— >P^— f M? . Thus lemma 4.1.3 would be proved 
if we had shown that
(4*1.8) + ( ^ 4+S<^Jx|1 )<j>5 + = 0  *
4.1.9. L3MMA. For the choice of stable secondary cohomo­
logy operations above, (4.1.8) is satisfied.
In order to prove lemma 4.1.9 we need the following
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proposition:
4.1.10. PROPOSITION. Notation as in Definition 3.1.8.
(a) A 2n+2 = { ^ d
(b) the following sequence is exact:
H2n+1 (Kn) -— > H2n+1 (P1 )nKer(i*) T2n+1 (Qh i a  P1)
where i ^ : £1 — ?P^ is the inclusion of the fibre in the total
space of the fibration o :P.— .
1 1 n
Assuming that Proposition 4.1.10 is true we shall prove 
Lemma 4.1.9 and hence Iemna 4.1.3.
4.1.11. Proof of Lemma 4.1.9.
bet H*(p.j )— V H*( xP1 , P^) be the homomorphism
defined in 1.3.2. Then by choice
- s r W  •
+ H n"4!n-M9' +
> < + , )  " S l \ +,9' + St V ’ •
Thus, + &f+S|3.S<)1 )$3 + s f 2^ )  = 0. Also
J'- (£) ^  44 ! + = 0
where jk : H*(P,) — i JTLr-T1A  P1) is the obvious homomorphism 
arising from the homomorphism^/above. By abuse of notation 
we have denoted them by the same letter.
Therefore by Lemma 4.1.10(b) there i3 a class a £ H2n+1(K^) 
such that SffS^I + ( S«J4+-S^ '-S<|1 )4j + &<\ = P1 .
But by Corollary 3.2.4» Theorem 3.4.5(2) and the fact that
«*7( = o,
<r7 (p^(a))=(T7(Si25 <144>1 + ( S ^ + S ^ s V ) ^  + s f 2^ )  = 0 . 
Thus this shows that 0'7(a) belongs to Ker( (•rf?p1) *). Now 
Ker( (27p1 )*) is the left ideal generated by { S<} 1 ln_rj* 
also from the cohomology structure of Kn and that of ^ one 
easily deduces that
Xer(tr7) S Xer (p*)nH2n+1 ( X ^ .
This i3 enough to tell us that p*(a) is zero. Bor on the con­
trary suppose that p^  (a) / 0 then this implies that ¡7*7 (a) £ 0. 
But (o'7 (a)) = 0 and o''(a) 0 would imply by the
above analysis that p^  (a) = 0. This is absurd; and thus p*(a) 
must necessary be zero.
This completes the proof of lemma 4.1.9 modulo the proof 
of Proposition 4.1.10.
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4.1.12. Proof of Proposition 4.1.10.
Proof of part (a). Let p^  : (?1, x?^  ) — -> (K^P^) be
the map of pair as given in Definition 3.1.0 when the fibra­
tion p:E— >D there is replaced by p^  :P1 —* X^. Let j1 (K^P.j )
be the inclusion map.Consider the following commutative
diagram:
n * - 1
m
(P1)-»K 01:^ xp1 H’r(P1, x?1 ) h *(p i )
T T  >,*C-l. 1.13)
where m: xP^ —->P^ i3 the- action of the fibre on the total
3pace of the principal fibration. Mote that by a Leray-Serre
*
spectral sequence argument p1 is an isomorphism in dimensions 
less than or equal to 2n and is a monomorphisa in dimensions 
less than or equal to (2n+1). By exactness of the cohomology 
sequence for the pair (K^, P1) there exist cohomology classes 
a1, a2, a^, a^f a^ £ H ) such that
= V l>> ’
i*<»2> - S1 \  •
J*(a3) -S^n"6<„ .
3*'-a4> = V ' !" aad
Ji<*5> * V 3,n •
Mow for t < 2n we have the following commutative diagram:
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TC (ILII x?1)
(4.1.14) .» 1 1
h
jj- I
E t (HM . )
i
H"6 (P1 ) -> H* ( rw, xP1 ,P1) — Ht+1 (S^) _ J -->Ht+1 (P1 )
where 'trHt (X1.M.) ..t+1 (K ) is the transgression in the fi­
bration p^;P^— > the lower row is exact ( see Thomas M ) .
It follows from the definition of transgression and the comm­
utativity of diagram (4.1.14) that "the classes | can
be chosen such that
'*>2( V 1> =P*(a1), &2U n+1 ®1) =p*(a2),
(4.1.15) i2(t2n_7M) -p*(a3), ¿2(^n-6ai) 3 Pi<a4 > and
2n-4ai) 3 Pl*(a5> ‘
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Notice that ^ : H #( -01^ xP ) — * H*+1 (P,, JIM, xPj) has the property 
that it is a H*(K^)-homomorphism ( via p*). Recall ( Thoma3 fes] ) 
that the following composition
h : H (-Q.IÌ.J xP1, P1 ) -----------
3 2 h ^ h i ^ xp, )
* h (?1, -ai'^  x p1 )
is an isomorphism. This implies that for i € (n, n+1, 2n-7» 
2n-6, 2n-4j
^ ( S ^ D  ^ 0 unless $><^ (¿.¡91) = 0
for any admissible sequence I. Thus ¿<^~p^(as) £ 0 for any
admissible sequence with excess less than or equal to n and
for i € {1t 2»3»4*5}.Therefore in dimension (2n+1)
p*(a2Uin) = P*(a2)MP*(ln)
= 'b (l ,91 )Up?(l )2 n+1 1 n
= ¿-(l .ftp*(l ))u2' n+1 x 1 v n‘'
,  *
T 0 • because h is an isomorphism, 
llso p;(Stn+1ai) = 0 because S<£+1S?U n81) = 0. Thus 
S<^n+1 a1 € Ker( p*) ;
jf.
and since this is the only class belonging to (Ker(p^))pr + 2
modulo Ker{j 1 )
n+1 *,
/\n+2 - (d *('-8r( ) ) )  2n+2 = W  1
This proves part (a) of Proposition 4.1.10.
Proof of Proposition 4.1.10 part (b).
"Suppose y € Per {^ ti^ ”er(i*)"'Ti“n+1 (?1 ). Then this implies
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that ^(^(y)) = 0 where ^  : H*(?1 )— *H*+1 (Kn,?1) is the co­
houndary homomorphism for the pair (X^P^. By part (a)
(y) = <>6 for some oi Z Z2 .
But by exactness of the long exact sequence for the pair (Xn,P.j)
3*(^(y)) = o.
Thus «<• S ^ 1lnui«|1Zn = j*(£.|(y)) = 0 implies that °( = 0 .
Hence S' (y) = 0  . By exactness of the cohomology sequence
for the pair (K^P^, y S Ira(p*).
On the other hand it is trivial that 
^ • P *  = 0 . Thus Im(p*) = Ker^) .
This proves part (b) end the proof of Proposition 4.1.10 
i3 completed.
M W W I M  JIU- - - 1 ■ - :#'■ y*-
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*§ 4.2. The Operation Associated with the
Chain Complex 5 n .
lemma 4.1.3 shows that one can define a family of tertiary 
cohomology operations associated with the chain complex of 
4.1.1. More specifically the family of tertiary operations 
is associated with the relation (4.1.8) among the stable seconds* 
ary cohomology operations f,, ?  ^  and 4f1 . On mod two coho­
mology classes of dimension (n-7) in the domain of £ 5
and ^ 1  the relation (4.1.8) becomes 
(4.2.1) S«}2^ 4^  + (Sc|4+Sf£c|1)lj 3 = 0.
For k >  4 let be the universal example for k-dimen- 
sional mod 2 cohomology class x satisfying Sc|1x =£^2x = ^ 4x = 0.
let d^ £ H^D^) be the fundamental class of 3^. Let g^, g^, g^
*g^ £ H (Djc) be the unique classes representing the stable basic 
secondary cohomology operations associated with the relations:
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(4.2.2) So\ 1S<j1 = o ,
(4.2.3) <>^2S<}2 + -So|3S<)1 = 0 ,
(4.2.4) (S<j2S«)1 )S=,2 + = 0 ani
(4.2.5) S»|45cj4 + S^Stj2 + S jj7s °j1 = 0 .
Note that g2 £ H^+3(D^) represents the operation on k- 
dimensional cohomology elapses in its domain, let rrY^—  
be the principal fibration over with g2 as classifying map. 
Then Y^ is the universal exinple for k-dimensioral mod 2 coho­
mology class x satisfying i^1x= Sc,2x=iJ^4x= 0 ~nd ^  (x) = 0.
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Observe the following easily, proven facts:
4.2.6.FACTS.
(1 ) j) is an epimorphism for i < (n-1 )
(2) let h 1 = r = r (g-j) and h4 = r (g^). In
dimensions < n the following relations hold in H (Yn
■Sc)1h 1 = 0 and
• ^ 1h3 +,S?4hi = °*
Moreover these are the basic relation in dimensions < n
A#
(3) Let l :K K— >Y „ be the fibre inclusion. Then theren-? n-7
exists a class u 6 Hn(Yn_^) such that T*(u) = ■S«|2.S^tn  ^ .
In fact u represents a tertiary cohomology operation associated 
with the relation
(4.2.7) = 0 .
Let bke H^(Yk ) be the fundamental class of Y^ . Then the 
following lemma is easily proven :
4.2.8. LEMMA.
Hn-7
Tn- 6
H'n-4
H■n-3
i-1
H
< v 7> ~ < bn-7 >Z2 '
Y^n-7^ 3 < h1 >z  ^ ; Hn"5< W  ~ 0 =
(Yn-7} = < * \ \  >2, *
 ^Yn-7 ^ ~ < s y h v  h3 >z^ ■ Hn-:(Ta.7) = <-Sfh, >Z2;
 ^Yn-7 ^ = < S f h3 >22 ' -.
n-7 ^ = <^fh1 , S^Syh^ S^3h5, h4, u >22 .
The main throrem of this section is the following:
»4.2.9. THEOREM. There exists a stable tertiary cohomology 
operation (£) associated with the chain complex of (4.1.1) 
such that bn_^u(h^+ ^ |h^) € © ( bn_7 )*
Proof. It is easily 3’en that the following diagram is 
commutative:
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where M1 " K2n-1 2xK2n-1 1 xK2n- 9  ’
^  1 2
^ 2 = K2n-1 1 xK2n-1 0xK2n-9><E:2n-9Xi;'2n-8xK:2n- 6  *
P1 k is the principal fibration over Yk with classifying
map (Sejn 6bk, Sc|n_5bk , •£i)n--5bk ),
^  1 ’^ >2 ,^ >3 ’^ 4 ,^ 5 ,<Î,6 ’ ^ (P-i n_g ) ore the cohomology classes 
representing the stable secondary cohomology operations 
given by Chapter 3 ,
■p2 ,n-6 :'P2 ,n-6— ^ ? 1 n—'S -s tile Principal fibration with 
classifying map 2, ..
is the universal exemple for (~.n-1 3 )-dimensional mod 2 
cohomology class x satisfying S<j x = 0 ,
i* i-| >n_6» *2,n-6 ars resPec‘fcivs fibre inclusions,
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j-ji ^2n-13 'M 1 is otvious inclusion,
’squares' Q  and ©  are fibre squares,
s 1 is a lifting such that s1 = O for i = 1 , 2 , 6 ,
3 2 is the restriction of s(, sT represents bn_^*bn ^ , 
is a lifting of Sj to P2 n_g ,
5 2 * 3 are maPs given by the fibre square property.
That s2: ^n-7*^n-7--* i£Ci°rs through 3~ is seen as
follows :
The following cohomology groups of Yn_^*Yn ^ are speci­
fied by their generators:
H2n''5<Tn-7*Tn-7> * <  W V 7 =*2, ,
H'2n- 1 < W W  * "  bn-7 ht - V \ - 7  >Z, ,
H °^Tn-7 Yn-7^ ~ <  bn-7 h1 ’ h1*bn-7 > Z2 •
Now s*(i?n_12) * ^n-7*h1 bec&uae ^  our choice of s2 
s2(3cj2 l 2n-1 = ° wh 'reaa ^  (bn_7 'h i ) r °« Similarly
s2^2n-1Cp ^ bn-7*Slh1 'becauss S<£(t>n_7 r h1 ^ ^ 0 *
This is enough to deduce that s*(Un_12) = s*(*2n-1(P =
Since ^(sì(i. )) = . ) must equal b *b2n- 1 3  n - 7 n-7> 2 2 n ‘ ! 3 n- 7  n-7 *
Thus such s-, factors through s_ which represents the fundamen­
tal class of Yn_7 bYn_7>
It follows from the relation (4.1.3) and the Serre exact
sequence for the fibration Pn c— * P. r that there exists2,n-6 1 ,n-o
c. class 6 € such that
,4
,n-o '
Ì2,n-6(«) (S)4+ S f ^ ) U n_10 .
* *Observe that j2^ (®) i 3  of the form 9 81 for some class 
& € H^n_b(G2) which is a representative for a secondary coho­
mology operation V^ associated with the relation 
(4.2.11) = 0 . 
let ^ : ® 2 x K 2 n _ 1 1 xK2n-10xK2n-9xK2n-7 ~ yG2 be the Projection . 
Then ? 3  32 5*(6) = £* ^*(9) € .
It is well known that there is a homotopy equivalence
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. v *v v n-7 n-7 2(Tn-7A T n-7) *
Therefore Y^ (bn_7 *bn_7) = lfl^(b) where b is the unique class 
belonging to H n-6(I(Yn_ 7 a^ Y ^ )  ) such that s(b) = bn_7 0bn_7. 
Now a Cartan formula for V^ ( see I-Tilgram [[2 2J ) gives that
(A.2 .1 2 ) r 7(bn_7Qbn_7) = r 7(bn_7)Qbn_7 + bn_7a (bn_7)
modulo indeterninacies of both sides. 7e shall need this fact 
later and it is stated here to anticipate what follows.
It is not hard to deduce from the Serre exact sequence 
for the fibration D.n-7 Zn *7 that a representative for the
operation is given uniquely by
(S4+ 5tf5g3+ Scj3SCj1 g,) € Hn (Dn_y ).
rThus a representative for the operation *7 on the fundamental 
class bn _ 7 is given by
(h +5qPh-.) G Hn (Y „) modulo indeterminacy of iT.
4 U 2 n- 7  1
Nov/ the total indeterminacy for ( .2.12) is the following dire­
ct sum of groups:
<  bn_7a ^ S c )4h 1> ® < % S ^ h 1ebn_7>©< bn_7« yrfs]\>-
©<XS<|4s«|2hiebn_7>
so that we can consider
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where we write v * ?  for 
^  as the antiautomorphism of the Steenrod algebra 0L( 2) . of 
Milnor . Because ^ (©) lies in the image of i by (4.2.12)
5 2 «>*(*) = < V ^ 3h3)* V 7  + bn-7*(h4+S? h3)
+ •<1(bn-7*S>,l2So|4h1 + &el2V h1^n-7)
^ ( V y^ V ^ I  + ^ S 14sf h 1 * V 7 )
for some 2 ^ Z« .
Since i^2So|4(bn_7'Jh1) = bn_7'j S^S |4h 1 and
X s l4<bB-rlii2hi) - V f ' xstsi2hi ’ 
i*( »  >=bn-7* + S?s f h, * V 7
i'ots^la-'tb^uij2!!,))) = V ^ , 4^ 2!., + X ^ V V t •
by 3.1.2(1).
This implies that we can alter the lifting ^  of s^  to P2>n_g 
such that
i*5*(9) = V 7 * (h4+S<f V  + (S^h3+h4)*bn_7
= i*(lf) ( by 3.1.2(1).)
where H n-°(ZYn_7 ) is the unique class such that
s(li) - bn 7u(h4+Sc^hT) . Thus by the exactness of the Serre 
sequence for the fibration h: £Yn_7 ^^n-6 ’
5^(0) * bn_7u(h4+ B^h3) + h*(x) 
fo- some cohomology class x € IT “ (Yn_g) • Now x can be 
written as the sum of a decomposable class and an indecomposable 
class y € H2n-6 (Yn_g). Define © - & - Pq,n_6Pi* ,n-6(y5 *
Then ^*(0) = bn_?u(h4+ i^hj). Therefore 0 € H-n-D(?2>n_6) 
is a natural candidate for the tertiary operation satisfying
-v <**m
n
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the conclusion of the theorem.lt is now routine to check that 
a stable class arises this way . This completes the proof c£ 
Theorem 4.2.9 .
4.2.13. The indeterminacy of ©.
The indeterminacy of ©  by Lemma 4.1.3 is given by the 
secondary operation on all cohomology vector
(a1,a2,aj,a4,a5) £ Hk+n-7(X)©Hk+n“6(Z)©Hk+n_4(X)©
©Hk(X)©Hk+1(X)
where X is the space operatedon and k is 
the dimension of the domain,
assoociated with the following portion of the chain complex S  :*■ n
( 4 . 2 . 1 4 )
A particular tertiary cohomology operation is associated with 
its geometrical realization. Tak a geometrical realization 
as given by Lemma 4.1.3 :
ILK- -JlT
i i2»l
( 4 . 2 . 1 5 )
G2,k * "2,k ‘ 
P3,kl 0  i -2, 
IL M, v ---> P, i-
"k+n
1 ,k
31 ,k
2,k
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where M,>k = ^ +1 * ^ +2xKk+n-6xKk+n-5xKk+n-3 '
M2,k = ET£+n-5xKk:Tn-4-xKk+n-3xKk+n-3xKkHn-2xKl5:+nxKk+3 ’
P1 1*1 is the principal fibration classified by
l k» ^ ^ k »  6zk» 5^k’ So£ \]s) ’
P2fj£: >^2,k---,k is Principal fibration classified by
(+1 » ^  2*^3 ' ^ 4*^5»^S^l ^
where t1, »^ 3>^  4’(t>5»<t,6’^ 1 € H*(pi>k) are respectively
the representatives for the operations 5  ^i 2* i 4»
i 5» i 6 ^ d  ^  ,
and square ^  is a fibre square,
i1 >k » ^Pjk and a3,k are ^iie respective fibre inclusions.
Then the indeterminacy Indetk+n(X,0) for 0  with 
H^+n(p2 j.) as its representative is the following union:
) | for all lifting f:X-^G-, k of 
(a1,a0,a^,a4,a^) satisfying
So| a^ + ^ n-_’a1 =0 ,
(4.2.16) S°|2a 4 + ¡> r\  - 0  ,
C 4S q a~ + r n -~¿Cj a ? + * r
i  + ¿ {l‘ a 5 ’f
^ V a 4 +
IICMCvJ
ÏA£O—
</? 0  .
S  +
-  n -1
S e j a 2 +
c n oScj a.
Sf a! + S<^ 2a 2 = 0
fa^ = 0 ,
where the union is taken over all such cohomology vectors £ 
Hlc(v)eHk+1 (X)OTk+?1-7(X)»TT£+a_5 (X)©:-îk+n"4 .
»é 4.3. Cohomology of BSpin^lV]
We shall in this section digress into the theory of the 
cohomology structure of BSpin^fsJ , the 7-connective cover­
ing over BSPinjj. . Our main contention is that everything we 
have done so far for the fibration BSpinn ^— ♦ BSpinn when
n >  15 goes as well for the fibration BSpinn L^.8]--* BSpinn(_8]
when n is greater than 23 .
4.3.1. Following A. Borel [8], we shall investigate the 
modulo 2 cohomology structure of BSpinJjBj using the fibration 
— > BSpin^Ig] ---*> BSpin^
which kills the first non-zero homotopy group of BSpin^ .
It is well known that the mod 2 cohomology ring of
is a polynomial algebra generated by the following
I | I = (i^  ,i2 »i^>.. .>ir) is an admissible
sequence with excess <  3 and the last index
not equal to 1 ; the excess of I
e(i) = 2i - 3 E i. . }
1 j=1 3
We set up the following notation:
0r ~r-1 01
Xr = Sj Sff ---l3 ;
■jfrz = ?_ the fundamental class of K- ;L3 ^
= wi if i 4 k snd i not of the form 2^+2q-+1 ;v.i
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I %  !
2S+2X+1
For t -- j as convention we set L(t,t) = L(t+1,0).
4.3.2. The spectral sequence for the fibration 
(4.3.3) -- > BSpin^Cs] --->B3pink
Denote by { 3r, dr’ the spectre! sequence for the fibration 
(¿.3.3) .
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4.3.4. PROPOSITION. There exists the following isomorphisms 
,s(k)-K 0*(k)-1 „ ~ H#(BSpink ) / L(s(k)-1,^k)-l) 0
?s(k)-2 pS(k)-2
+ 2'\~/-,+2
2 \^*-J 2^(k)+1
(4.3.5) B Z2^Xs(k)-^(k)-1»Xs(k)-^(k)-2
X 21 p?(k)-1 -i
s(k)-2* * * *x’2s(k)~ (k) ’ Xs(k)-3’ Xs(k)-2’ •••!• 
in particular a »2.(lc).1+2t(k).,+2 •
Proof. According to Serre we have the following additive 
isomorphism: E^'* = H * ^ )  0 H*(3Spink) .
The first non-zero differential is d^ and d^(z) = v^ . Because 
E4 = E, ~ H '(BSpink ) 0 H^K*)
= H (B3pink)0Z2tz'] 0 Z2flC1, X2 ...»3 »
therefore z H*(B3pink )/ 1.(1,0) 0 Z2[ x itX2,___ ]
by the Kunneth theorem .
_ *  *For convenience we denote elements in 3 .9 by its counter0
-jfimage in S2’ . Thus
¿ill O S  X )  =
>j+1 for j <  s(k)-2;
d2t(2^+1+l)(1®Xj ) - v2t(2j+1+.)+1
if t+j <  s(k)-2 or t+j = s(k)-2, t <^(k)
( Note that dimension of X? = 2^(2^+1+l) .)
3o this implies ( us in■*- the Kunneth theorem succcsively )
j2t(2j+i+i)+2 ~ H
*(BSpin. )/L(t+j+1 ,t) S
f” ot+1 pt + 2 ot+j
6 Z2u j ? *^ j-1 »* * ,xX1 5
?t+j 2t+j-1
X^. +1* * . 0  Zn i X . i i.7 . _3-rX 0 + 1 2 L J+t+1 » j+t+2* * * * >”' J
t . .
for 2 (2J +1)+2 < n . Thus the proposition follows. The last
assertion follows since each of the generator of in the
expression (4.3.5) has dimension ^  2S^^ ^  n. This completes 
the proof of Proposition 4.3.4 .
4.3.6. ?or the moment we regard BSpi^ as if it were 
BSO^ . Our goal is the following:
PROPOSITION. H (BSpin^ ljEj]) is s polynomial algebra iff 
n is less than 20.
Proof. First we set up some notation. For each integer j 
>  1 let I(j) be the ideal generated by { v2,v^,...v.} .
We note the following easily proven facts:
(4.3.7) If x € I(j) and dimension of x is a then
S f ~ 1x, & f " 2x € 1(2j-1 ) ;
(4.3.8) if x € I(t,j) for some t >  j and the dimension of x
is a then 
a-1S^a~x, ^C|"'_2x € L(t+1,j+l) .
The following formulae of 7u is used in the proof of Proposi­
tion 4.3.6 and frequently in the remainder of this section:
■J-1» _ W. , . » . + » ,  - ,W . . + . . .  .+W-.Wa•“2 1—3+w2j—1 ’(4.3.9) Scj" w. = wj—1 "wj+wj—2*wj+i 
(4.3.1°) n- w2n = won_o.w2n + w2n-4'W2n+2+ * * * +w2*w4n-4+
w4n-2 ■
We can now begin the proof properly.
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Now
v o C  2s(k)-4 c 22s(k)-2+2 =Scj S< f .........
2s(k)-3
= v2a(k)-3+2
w2s(k)-2+2 + Q +v2s(k)_3. R
where Q € I(2a k^ ^~^-1) and R is of degree 2s^~^+2. This 
is easil- seen from (a.3 .9 ), (4.3.10) and (4.3.7) .
Therefore,
£
2s(k)-2^
1 2s(k)-2.
= w ,2 2“<(k)—1 0 +
s(k) 32s(lc)"2-2t*W2s(k)-2+2(t+1) 0<t <  2sik; 5
,s(k)-2
Q + S>0
s ( k ) - 3
¡ ( k ) - 3
+^ ;
^  ^ 2S(k)-3 
+ ( V2s(k)-3 ’ 5 1 R
-1
1
, s ( l : ) - 3 * Sci
V2S(k)-3 
2s(k)-3+1
. R2 +
R
=. w Kk)-1 + 2 + W2s(k)-2 *w2s(k)-2+2 +
+ w2s(k)-2_2 *w 2s(k)-2+4 •
Eodvlo I(2s(k)-2-3) . . . .  (4.3.11} .
72s(k)-2+2^(k)-1 +1 = w2s(k)-2+2^(k)-1 +1 + 4 +
v2s(k)-3+2^(k)-2 *R
where Q € I(2s''k^~^+2^^k _^^-l), 3 is of degree 2s (k)-3+2^(k)—2+.|
Also,
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So,
2s(k)-2+2*(k) - 1  
^  V2s(k)-2+2£(k)-1+1
s(k)-2
(W23(k)-2 ?(k)-1 +
. R2 . 2s(k)-3+2?(^-2_1 +~ +1
*S1 v2s(k)-3+2«(k)-2
+ / .2 5 23(k)*5+2^k)*^
23(k)-3+2^(k)-2^ * R
=  w2s(k)-1+2^(k) + 1+w2S(k)-2+2^(k)-1 *w2s(k)-2+2^(k)-1+1
+ W2S(k)-2+2^(k)-1_1•W23(k)_2+2^(k)-1+2
nodulo I(23(k)-2+2 (k)“1-2) ........  (4.3.12) .
Thus if ^(k) ^ .2 and s(k) ^  5 an application of (4.3.11) to 
2s(k)-1
Scj v2s(k)-1+2 shows that there is a relation in
H (BSpink^8]). Hence the necessity part of Proposition 4.3.6 
follows. To show that there is no relation in H*(BSpink [8]) 
when k <  20 it is enough to note the following congruences:
V4= V  v6= £fw4 = V  V?= Sf W4 =w7 5
v15 = s | s «|3w 4= w 13 nod X(2,0); 
v10 = ScjdSc|2w4 =. w10 nod L( 1,0); 
vn  = 2oj5Sc|2w^ =  w n  mod L(2»1);
V 18 = S<^ 85«|4S£)2w 4 =  w18 nod 1(3,0); 
v19 = -s w 19 nod K3,1);
V21 = Scj10^ 5 S<j2w4= w?1+ w8.w13 nod 1(3,0= w21 nod 1(3,2); 
v25 = + (ws.w1?) nod 1(3,2);
v34 = S ^ S  S w4 = W34+W1 4*w20+w1 2*w '>2+w 8*w26
nod 1(4,0
+W14-W23+W12*W25+W8*W29 mod L^ » 0 *^ 
When k $ 19 these are all zero modulo the respective L' groups.
This shows that any relation that arises in H*(BSpink) for
k greater than nine and less than twenty has it3 relation
ideal lying in the L' group. This shows that H*(3Spink[8])
is a polynomial algebra when k < 1 9. This completes the proof of
Proposition 4.3.6.
4.3.13. COROLLARY.
H (BSpin^fV}) = z2twa,wi2,w14,w15,7l28’®20*^24,&18’
! ^ +1+1 ’ 3 *
Proof. Following A. Borel we have the following additive 
isomorphism ( after some very tedious computations) *.
H*(B3pin1 g)S Z2[w4,w6,w7,w8,w10,w11 ^  2’w13'w1 4,w1 5*/^l 28^
modulo the ideal generated by j_
j g "*5 2 1 6
{ rj=  (w^.w^ q+w6*wi 1 "^ 4^* ^ 13) * °R  v i y » SR SR ^ 1 7   ^ *
Now d2cj(19 z8 ) = Sq12v ^  =  w2,- mod L(3>2) = 0 mod L(3»2), 
d19(ia x|) = 0 mod L(3»1)> 
dlQ(l8 X^) = Sq8v10 =  0 mod L(3>2) and 
d21(ia xf) = Sq10v11 =  0 mod L(3,2).
3o 3q1^3q8v10 € L(4»1). Inductively we have
d . (18 X.) =■ 0 mod L(3>2) for j >  3.2J + 1 +2 «
This gives then a family { iir . „ } j -> •* of generators which
T 2 j+ 1 +1 J ^
survive to the term. ©2(), 0 18, 9-24 correspond to the vanishing
of X^, X2 and z8 under the differentials. This comnletes the proof 
of the Corollary.
■j- *
D.G. Quillen had computed the groups H (BSpin^) for all k 
in • The Mod 2 Cohomology Rings of Extra-special 2-groups 
and the Spinor Groups, __ Math. Ann. 194(1971),pp 197-212'.
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4.3.14. The spectral sequence for the fibration
K(Z2 ,1) --V BSpink --- V BSOk
For each integer j greater than zero set L(j) to be the 
ideal generated by j v ^  ^  . Denote by x the fundamen­
tal class of K(Z2 »1 ). Recall the following:
PROPOSITION ( A. B0REl[8]).
let } Dj , dj } b the S erre spectral sequence for the
fibration K(Z2 ,1 )— >BSpink --- >BSOk . Then additively ,
for each integer j with 2 < j « 23^) ,
if j is not of the form 2^+1 and
gs'b+l
H (BS0k )/L(t+1 ) ® Z2£x^ ]when 0 <  t <  s(k) .
From this proposition it is seen that the cap 
it ! BSpin^k-->3Spinn
does not necessarily induce an epimorphism in cohomology.
However for n » 7 (8 ) >  15 and k = 7, 7C*îH*(BSpinil)— »^(BBpin^) 
is an epimorphism in dimensions <  2s . This follows from 
the following consider: tiens :
let > dr } be the spectral sequence for BSpin^.
Since n 5 7 (8 ) >  15,s(n-7) = s(n) . So by Proposition
4.3.14 and the fact that (BSOn)— » H ^ B S O ^ ) is an epi­
morphism in all dimensions that the induced homomorphism
■^n _____  ^ n-7 p.
D?s(n)-1 + 2 3 2s(n-)-1+;,
is always an epimorphisns in all dimensions if n is not of the 
form 7 + (n ) ~ 1 #
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Suppose no-./ that n = 7+2a n^ -^1 , s(n) >  4. Proposition
4.3.14 then say3 that the first relation which consists of 
decomposables for H*(BSpinft_7) occurs in dimension 2s n^ “^1+1 
and that for H (BSpin^) occurs in dimension 2s n^ ^+1. Since 
s(n) -> 4 first non characteristic class of H*(33pinn 7) 
occurs in dimension whereas the first non-characteristic
class of H (BSpin^) occurs in dimension ^  2s n^ ^+ .^ This implies 
that the homomorphism
7^ *:H*(3Spinn)------ v H*(B3pinn_7)
is an epimorphism in dimensions <  2s We summarize the above 
deduction as follows:
4.3.15* LEMMA. Suppose n = 7(8) >  15. Then
7L*:H*(33pinn) ---- H*(BSpinn_7)
is an epimorphism in dimensions <  2s Moreover in dimensions 
<  2s the <St(2)-module structuresof H^BSpir^) and H*(33pinn_7) 
are entirely given by the Wu formula.
4.3.16. ADDENDUM. Additive^-,
H (BSpin^) = ^2 w^4,w6*w7,w8,w1 O’W11 ,W12,w13,w1 4,w15’^ 1 28^ 
modulo the ideal generated by
I v^7= (^ 7.w^Q+Wg. +w^.w^ ^ )» oq v^  7p Sq Sq v^7}>
H*(B3pirig) = Z2[w4,w6,w7,w8,^7a]. Therefore
7C*:H*(B3pin15)---- > H*(B3pin8 )
is an epimorphism in dimensions <  12 and not equal to 8.
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Addendum 4.3.16 is an ersy application of Proposition
4.3.14. Therefore b~ Proposition 4.3.* thereis an additive 
isomorphism
H (BSpingfe]) = Z2[_w8, ^ s, 6 io»0i2 î ^ j + 1 +1 * j>2l*
Thus TC :H (33pin1 -[_s]) — ^ H (BSpirigCfl) is an epimorphism 
in dimensions <  16 and not equal to any of (8 , 9 » 1 0 , 1 2 } .
by comparing with the isomorphism of 4.3 .1 3 .
4.3.17. PROPOSITION. Suppose n =. 7 (8) >  15 and n is 
not of the form (7+2s n^ ^~1). Then
X  * : H ' ( Bo pints'] ) — y H* (BSpin^ [b \ ) is an epimorphism
in dimensions <  2s ^  .
Proof. Let } *'Er, d^ } denote the spectral sequence for 
H (BSpin.fO}). Since n =  7 (8 ) >  15 and n is not of the form«J
7 +2s(n)~1, ^(n) / 3 , s(n) - s(n-7), *(n) = ^(n-7). It 
follows from 4.3.5 and Proposition 4.3.4 that the induced homo- 
«.orphlsm,
is an epimorphism in dimensions <  2s(n)
'+2
The conclusion then
follows f om this.
4.3.18. PROPOSITION. Suppose n = 7 + 2s n^ -^1, s(n) >  5 .
Then H- :H (Bopinn^83) — (BSpinn_^83) is an epimorphism 
in dimensions <  2s
Proof. Since n = 7 + 2 s ^n ^- 1  and s(n) >  5 , P (n) = 3, 
and s(n) = s(n-7 ). Observe that ^(n-7 ) = s(n)-2 . By Proposi­
tion 4.3.A the first new relation which consists of decomposables 
for H (B3pinn_y^8]) occurs in dimension 2s n^ “^ 1 +2; therefore
the first non-characteristic class not lying in H*(33pinn_y), 
is of degree >  2s n^ ^+2. Similarly the first new relation which 
consists entirely of decomposables for H*(33pin Q 8^) occurs in 
dimension 2s n^ ^"1 +25+1 by (4.3.9), (4.3 .1 0 ) and (4.3 .1 2 ).
Therefore the first new non-characteristic class lies in dimen­
sion 2s +2^. Thus by Lemma 4.3.15 and Proposition 4.3.4,
7C*:H*(BSpin^^ )— ¡,H*(B3pinn_7 [8] ) is an epimorphism in 
dimensions <  23 n^ .^ This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3*18.
4.3.19. ADD3ITDUM. Additively there are isomorphisms:
H (3opin16tal) = Z2tw8»wl2'w14,w15*wl6,^ 7 » ®18,®20,®24’
1 I * ‘I
where 0ig, 0 2o* ^ 2 4’ }j > 3 correspond respectively to the
vanishing of X2, xj, z3 and X^ j 3 under the differentials;
H*(B3pin2 5 [8]) ^ ^2^w8 ’w12*W14,w15,w16,w20,w22,w23* "0 ;
/v ^  /-—’
®24, !^-0,^ 72,®1 29’^ 130»®i32'^136 » 
modulo the ideal generated by
{ ( W-j 4 *w20+w1 9*w22 ^9 5#w20+w12#w23^ * ^^1 5* ^22*^w14***23^ *
 ^ W15*W16*W23+W23*W8*W15+W23^’
2 2 2 
W^1 4*w1 6*w23+w22*w23+w22,w8-w 15^’
 ^W1 4*W1 6*w2 2 +w2 2 'w8* W14+w8* W1 2 *w2 3 +w1 5 * W16 * w20+w23 * w2 0 +w2 2  ^ ^
where 0 24> 0 4O, 0  72, © 1 2 9» © 1 3 0» © 1 3 2 ’©' 1 3 6’ '4 r2j+1 +1 *
correspond to the vanishing of z8, X8, X8, Xg, x|, X^, X®,
X. J ^.7 under the differentials.
«J
Proof. This follows from an easy argument using 4.3.14,and 
Proposition 4.3.4. Quillen's computation of H^BSpin^) gives
?2 1
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the dimensions of ??27 ,t?211 The details are left to the reader.
$4.4. The Single Obstruction.
V/e apply the result of Chapter two to the calculation of
©  ((Tji) (TJBgpin £0 2)) where ©  is a tertiary cohomology 
operation valid only on integral classes and is associated 
with the chain complex and whose domain is the kernel of
})• ( i3 associated with the
relation
(4.1.8)* ' 3d23<i4$ *  + TCOq4) ! !  + 3an"2 ^ *  = 0 . )
Ths following is immediate from Theorem 4.2.9:
4.4.1* TH30P.. For n ^ *7(3) ^  15
UB3pinn_7l9lU( $2,2(U33pinn_7C3] } +3(^  ^ 2,o(TJ33pinn_7L3] ) > 
^ 37©  (s ' iTI33pinn_7[3^ | ) •
Hence 0 € ©  i ^ p ^ ^  )
Thus
4.4.2. COSOIIAP.Y• 0 €
Proof. This folliows from '
Vie may novi stat e the main
4.4.3. THaORdM. Let IT ho :
of dimension n = 7'‘3' >15. 3u.:
\.r-2)—corneeted mod 2 and ^ is
inn either £ _n-r ($> - 0 when n-
when n-r io o-^ .d. Then the foil«
33pinnLs]}■
ion.
(1) If 4 t r < 6 and w.(£) -fc w^(:) then £ has r indepen­
dent cross sections.
P 'W ' I X w —  v m
r,/*
(2) Suppose 4 < r < 6 and w^(£) = w^ .(M) , then £ has r 
Independent cross sections if and only if 0 £ ^_g(U^) where
is the Thom class of £.
(3) If r = 7 suppose the first Pontrjagin class of $ 
P^(|) is zero . Then £ has 7 independent cross sections if 
anH only if 0 £ © * ( 0 .
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Theorem 4.4.3 part (1) and (2) is essentially a special 
case of Theorem 6.7 of Thomas^32^ . 7e shall prove only part 
(3).
4.4.4. 3uppo3e n >  23. Let the notation he given hy 
1.2.19 where 33pinn_„ , 33pinn are replaced respectively by 
33pinn_7[8]and 33pinn [8l . First observe that 
Indet(($*f$ 2 » § 3 »$ ^  ) =1^1 (Indet(k2 ))
........... (4.4.5) .
Let (3 be the class of with respect to Ker(p^JHIrnCq^) 
for a fixed lifting o0 of n.:Birin „£81 — » E1 to 3^. By 
Theorem3.5.1 » (4.4.5) and the f^ct that Tt :H*(3!pin^ 8 ) — >
H (33pinvi_^8] ) is an epimorphism in dimensions < n ( see
2 8Proposition 4.3.17 ), k is admissible for k^ with respect 
to (g) and the universal n-plane bundle over 310n . Thu3 an 
application of Idmi -sible class Theorem 2.2.14 gives the
4«4.a. THEOREM. Suppose n = 7(8) >  23. There exists a 
class e £ O  such that
^ 2 ( 0 )  S © !((T(q,.Î2))*(U33pl%r8l) .
Therefore by Proposition 2.2.10 and the fact that Ker(p*)D 
lDi(q*)oHn (E2) = {0},
Because B3pinn[s] is 7-connected we see that the follow­
ing is easily derived at:
4.4.7. PROPOSITION. Indet(kJ) = ijf~l( (Indet ( 0 *  TS2) .
S 9
Hence the following:
4.4.8. COROLLARY. ?or n >  23, { U 0Uk3 } - (h)*(u ,)
n w  S-
where the indeterminacy is of the left hand side.
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4.4.9. The case n = 23. Let the tower over ESpin^S j 
be given by the 'pullback1 of the Postnikov tower (1.2.19)
the diagram is define! in an obvious way.
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By Addendum 4.3.19»
Indet(3>*, TB3pinn_7[8] ) £ 0 for i = 1,2,3,5,6 and 
Indet<$ J, 133,1^.^81, » <  « 20 ^  * °
( because W t ,  = 0 2o ). The admissible class Theorem
2.2.14 applies to give that
a-2
2Thus
* , ( ^ )  € ï;((Ia)*(UB3pinn) .
^  4C (33. ) CUB3pil^ [gj)
2 1 IBecause Hr, * 0 i)/-. cannot be any part of any element
in the domain of Indet ((£) ). Thus
J.ndet (($j)*, (T7t)*(U33pinn_7C,8l ) = (Tn) V(Indet ((3)*,U;g3r)in m ).
j- n■it O jf, 7Therefore f^  (k ) is admissible for f0(k^). Hence Theorem
2.2.14 and Theorem 4.4.1 apply to give
PROPOSITION. let ©  be the coset of f^(k^) with respect
/V /V - w „
to Ker(p0)OIm( (a^ o q0) )TiI (3 ). Then there exists a class
rvy
e £ 0  such that
- ^ 2(e) € (¡3)*((T/j} *(UBSpin^ [s] ) .
4.4.11. The case n = 15 .
Let the tower over Blpin^^[¿Q be given by the ’pullback
o 1where E1---- > E ---- 5 BSO^ is a Postnikov tower for the fib-
ration B308 -- * 3S0^ ^  through dimension 1 5 and every square
a
is a pullback square. Note that the k-invariants for the third 
stage has its n-dimensional component given by the same rela- 
tion on k- with some twisting via w,,.
Now H 1 5 (3SpinaC8]) = 0 by 4.3.16. Trivially
0  ((Ta ) (u33pini ) = 0
modulo aero indeterminacy.
Thus (f^*f^)*(k^) is admissible for ^ 2*^2  ^ (k^). 
Therefore the Admissible Class Theorem 2.2.14 applies to give 
PROPOSITION. Let (S be the coset of (f2 *f2)*(k^) with
/>/ /V
respect to Ker(P2)nim( (q.joq,,) )PH 5(E^ ) . Then there exists 
&
a class e € C9 such that
^ | 2 ^  (UBSpin15LsP*
4.4.13. Proof of Theorem 4.4.3(3).
Since the manifold M by hypothesis is 5-connected and
by assumption on the n-plane bundle £ over M P1 (jj) = 0
^  admits a Spines} structure. Part (3) of Theorem 4.4.3
then follows from Corollary 4.4.8,4.4.9, 4.4.11 and the fact
that IndetCk-5) = ib“l( Indet( 0*, TE2) in all cases .n u.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4.3.
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CHAPTER 5. COHOMOLOGY OPERATIONS OH THE THOM 
COMPLEX AITD THE EXISTENCE 07 7-EIELD3
This chapter is mainly computation. The main idea is 
*
that the operation ©  on the Thom class of the tangent 
buundle of a manifold satisfying conditions (A) and (3) with- 
k = 7 of Chapter 1 is always zero modulo zero indeterminacy. 
We shall do this by showing that the operation on the 
Thom class of the tangent bundle of M is the same as 
another tertiary cohomology operation and that this latter 
operation on TJ^  is always zero. In fact the choice of a rep- 
resentative for 0  can be determined by a choice for the
n'*new operation.^ . 16 is associated with a chain complex 
obtained by modifying (o without altering much about its 
property as detecting the k-invariants for lifting. Let 
g:MxM— * T^ . be the map that collapses the complement of a tu­
bular neighbourhood of the diagonal in MxK to a point. '.7e 
shall show that II (g*(U )) is always zero whenever it is
w
defined.
In $ 1 we present a small discussion on 17" order coho­
mology operations due to Adams and Maunder [21] . In 2 we
state the main theorem. The proof of the theorem is pr ‘seated 
in ^  3. The remainder of the chapter is a discussion on the
dual cohomology operations associated with & n and some
+
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observation about the vanishing of the dual cohomology opera­
tion on the Thom class of the stable bundle over BSOIg].
c +¡1
J 5.1. Axioms for N order cohomology operations and 
S-duality.
5.1.1. Definition. Let X be a space.
Let
d, d0
Co *—
>o a. o<2 : Cq «— C1 <~ C dI+Lc c dL cGr <-- Gr-t-1 ' * * GN-1*- GIT
be a free chain complex of order two of 0t_-raodules. where 
is a Iteenrod algebra. Then a pyramid of cohomology opera­
tions <£>r,s associated with ( N ^ r  >  s ^.0 ) is a family 
of operations satisfying the following axioms:
Axiom 1 ( Induction ). (^r,s » u ^ . r > s ^ v  is 
associated with the complex:'
C *........ /— Cv n u
Axiom 2 ( Domain ). is defined for those
01 -homomorphism ¿:Cn — such that lpi,0(£) is defined 
and is an equivaience class ( Axiom 5 ) containing the aero 
map for each i <  !' .
Axiom 5. If 6. :0o— > H*(X) is an ©(.-map of degree q 
and is defined, then it is an equivalence class of
§(-morphisms ^:C?T— > H*(X) of degree q-TT+1 , with respect to
the3 eui valence rolat?- on: ^  there exists (p)
/ ^such that ^ = £ + ^  for 30me f ;C1— V H (X) of degree q—1,
such that F ’hf) 1.3 defined.
Axiom 4 ( Naturality ). If f:Y---is a map of topolo­
gical spaces and <£IT»0(£) is defined for £:Cq — >H*(X), then 
) is defined and f * £ N,0(£.) C £ IT,0( f*g ) .
and
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Axiom 5 ( Peterson-3tein ). Let (X,Y) be a pair of spaces
and suppose £ :Cq -- >H*(X) is such that *0(£) is defined.
Suppose there exists a morphism^t: * H*(X,Y) such that
s ^  *°(fc) where j*:H*(X,Y)-- >H*(X) is induced by
inclusion. Then iT,®(i^£ ) is defined and for such J*- there 
exists a classic £_) such that where
^ is the coboundary operator and i:Y C X is the inclusion.
5.1.2. R3KARX. There is a corresponding set of axioms
for the du?l complex as anti-stable Steenrod ©L'- free complex 
where the complex is considered as right ©('-free complex.
The anti-stable operation is given by
x(&) = (-o*esiGH=e(x) 0 (x) .
( ' for mod p Steenrod algebra can be thought of as the
opposite ring of ©t,.)
5.1.3. Definition ( Spanier-V/hitehead Duality ).
Suppose X and Y are CJ-complex. They are said to be IT—
TTdual to each other if there is a map V : Z^>Y ~ 3*’ 
from the smashed product X a  Y to the IT-sphere such that
cj?*(lIT)/ : Hq(X) ---> ^ ( Y )
is an isomorphism, where / i3 the slant homomorphism, 1-. is
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is the generator of H^(3"r) and H is a reduced mod p cohomology 
theory. The following is due to Spanier and J.H.C. 7ihitehead.
In the suspension category of V/hitehead, if X is a subcomplex
° and X is a 3-deformation retract of — X, then X
•*
and X are said to be N 3-dual to each other. 3o we denote X 
to be the S-dual of X. Hence X /nX* is self dual in the 3-theory. 
Using Alexander duality between homology and cohomology one 
3ees that the existence of ^  is equivalent to the existence
of a map 7]/ : X a Y such that
^ * ( l H)/ * H*(X) ----* HN-q(Y^
is an isomorphism for all q. This is equivalent to the first 
definition..
Thus there is a non-singular pairing
Hr (X)8H:'T_r(Y) 'T , TT.H (.3") S Z .r
Denote the pairing by <  , >  . Then if &• € bi a define y^ _C0) 
as follows:
</^(9)x, y >  = <  x, 0 y >  
for all x £ Hr (x), y £ .
‘.7e shall restrict ourselves to the case p = 2. Therefore 
from now on H will always denote mod 2 cohomology .
5.1.4. L2MMA. The map :0(.( 2) — is an anti­
automorphism satisfying <X(5q)3q = 1 where
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Sq = “  Sq1 and 7((3q) = 2 XCS^)
1=0 v 1=0
are formal sums. Hence it coincides with Milnor's 
canonical anti-automorphism eu2) — > etc 2)
Proof. Since & 1 6 2)x, y >  = <  x, 0,|02y >
= <  )x» fr2y >  = <  7\(®2) ^ x» y >
is an anti-homorphism. It is therefore an anti-automorphism 
by duality. To see that the relation is satisfied we note the 
following:
If x9y £ i(^A X ) then 
0 - 7b*(3ai (x9y)) = 2 <  Sq^x, 3qi-^y >
*  ‘ J=o
1. . .
= 2 <  *X (3q1_;!)Sq;3x, y >  .
3=0 V
This is true for any i, any class xfiy £ H (XAX ) and arbitrary 
CW-complex X. The last assertion comes from the uniqueness of 
stable operation.
with
5.1.5. Dual Chain Complex.
Suppose I-I is a left Q^ j(2)-module. Define M = Horn 
the right 9t’~ module struct lore given by
6i
(Ht fit)
( fa)(m) = f(m)^( (a) for all f £ K and for all m £ M. 
Denote Qito be the mod ? Stteenrod algebra for simplicity of 
notation. Note that f3 i3 ? laft ei -module homomorphism .
( (b.fa)(m) = bf (m)*^(a) = f (bm)7^(a) = f^bra). Observe
that fa0 l^(m) = (fba)(m) = f(m)X(ba) = f(m).
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Suppose^ :M— is a map between left ôl-modules. Define
T * —  —: N- -> M to be the dual homomorphism in the 
*,ordinary sense by Cj> (f)(m) = f( <J> (m)) for all f € IT and m € M. 
This is also a right ©^'-module homomorphism since
<f( f a)(m) = ^(«fCm)) = (fo<^(m)) .a = <f(f)(m).a
= (<^ >*(f))a(m) for all a £ © Y  , f € IT and
all m e m  . .
But this is not the homomorphism that interests us. The homo­
morphism that we want should be 'compatible' with '3-duality1. 
Suppose M is a finitely generated free (9(_ -moduls with
generators ( m . }. Then we have the dual basis { In }1 i
generating the free 6( '-module M. ( satisfies the following 
"m. (m.) = 6., where 6. . is the Kronecker index homomorphism. )
let N be another finitely generated free module with gene­
rators { n^ }. Suppose a homomorphism ^  :M -- Y 1-7 is given by
f  mi> = '  ai3ni
___  %j ______
Then we define (j : 17 ----> K ( distinct from ) by
^ ( nj) = ®i *
Thus given a locally finitely generated free left -coraolex
C: g:t-ii<- CIT
we associate a locally finitely generated free right '-complex
d.T
C: C-t<-7-^C77-1 *-G1 G0'
7e think of this as a free finitely generated left (y| -module
to avoid the unfamiliar opposite ring structure of GL .
Row tj>(ma*b) = <^(ma)b =• CfCm13^ )  for all a,b € ' ,m c R .
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'/Then M and N are both regarded as left (9<-module i3 given. by
It is easily seen that C  is an Qf-free complex ( of order 
two ) and hence by the above consideration can be regarded as
logy operations as in 5.1.1 and is called the dual pyramid
R3MARK. We should have taken into account the change of 
degree under the 3-duality operator and hence an augmentation 
of degree by some integer depending on the space operated on 
in practice. It is usually the integer N that determine th& 
IT-dual space we want to use. It should be pointed out that 
the dual operations does not depend on the choice of 3-dual 
( see C.R.P.Maunder &ll). Tor simplicity of notation we 
have denoted the dual complex without the augmentation of 
degree.
5.1.6. Cohomology operations and their- dual3.
Let ^ >r,s be a  pyramid of cohomology operations associated 
with a chain complex £ and let ,S) be its dual. Then
inductively we have the following pairings:
an ®t-free complex. 3o we can associate a pyramid of cohomo -
of ^ r*3 . It is denoted by
Ker(£r_1’3, X)e7l*(X*)/Im(\(£r-1>S),x*) ----* Z2
and H*(X)/lm($r’s+1,X)9KerO( (<|r,S+1) ,X*) -_____
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where X is a S-dual of X and
^  (§ r '3) :Ker(?L ) ,X*) H*(X#)/Im(^(fr+1 ’3) ,X*)
is defined inductively by
<  x, r,s)y >  = <  | r*3x, y >  
for fixed y 6 Eer( P\J £ r,3+1 ),X*) and for all x £
Ker(^> r-  ^,s,x) where <  , >  is the inductively defined pair-
ing and r,s is the pyramid associated with the portion
r r—1 s+1 s
Thinking the pairing as Alexander-Pontrjagin duality
Hn (X) } HiT-n(X ) ( for a sufficiently large N ) and of 7^ (0) 
(0 e et ) being given by the vector space dual of 0 where 
0 is the natural homomorphism (determined by Alexander- 
Pontrjagin duality ) making the following diagram commutative
H“”n (X*) -- -----> HIT-n^(X*)
n(X)
0
- » W - 1
A1 exand er-Pontrj agin 
duality
and recalling the construction of the dual complex G » we 
see that the pyramid of cohomology operations defined above 
is the sane as the operations associated with G  • Hence 
TH303.3T' ( C.R.7. Maunder ). { } defines a
pyramid of ( stable ) cohomology operations associated with 
the chain complex G  and non-zero in X+ if
and only if ^  r'° is non-zero in X.
The proof follows from the pairings given above .
For details 3ee Maunder •
*where X is a 3-dual of X and
) :Ker(?L < & ’ 3+1) .X*) - *  H*(X*)/lm(^.(|r+1 *s) ,X*) 
is defined inductively
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by
<  x. ^ ( $ r,3)y 5r,sx, y >
for fixed y £ Ker( 7 [j ^ ,r,3+1 )»x’r) and for all x £ 
Ker (^ r-1 ,s
ing and §=
,X) where <  , >  is the inductively defined pair-
,s is the pyramid associated with the portion
^  W A • • • • • • v>_ . A r  sy _  •r r—1 s+1 s
Thinking the pairing as Alexander-Pontrjagin duality
H^(X) ^ KlT-n(X ) ( for a sufficiently large N ) and of 7^ (8)
(8 € ei ) being given by the vector space dual of 9 where 
9 is the natural homomorphism (determined by Alexander- 
Pontrjagin duality ) making the following diagram commutative
HS-n(x*) 8 -> HiT"n+-(x*)
X) 8 ->3n - o ^
Alexander-Pontrjagin
dualityn'”' ' -q'
and recalling the construction of the dual complex G  , we
see that the pyramid of cohomology operations defined above
is the sane as the operations associated with £  . Hence
TH30R3M ( C.R.7. launder ). { %  ({)r,s } defines a
pyramid of ( stable ) cohomology operations associated with
the chain complex G  and n°n-zero in X if
and only if cj> r,° ic non-zero in X.
The proof follows from the pairings given above .
For details see Maunder |21^ J .
J.
§5.2. The Main Theorem 
In this section we shall describe the background for 
the modification of the operation © *  30 as to give some 
control over the indeterminacy of the new operation defined 
on mod 2 classes. We state the main theorem of this chapter.
THE0R3M. Let M be a closed, connected smooth manifold 
of dimension n =i 7 (8) >  15 . Suppose M is 5-connected mod 2 
£wn_^ (M) = 0 and ? 1 (M) = 0. Then M admits at least 7 
independent tangent vector fields.
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5.2.1. The Indeterminacy Indet2n(©*, TM).
PROPOSITION. Indet2n(©*, TM) = 0 where is the 
tertiary cohomology operation as in £ 4.4. and TM is the 
Thom complex of the tangent bundle of M.
Proof. By 4.2.6
Indet2n(Qp*,TM) C [|7 2(a)|a £ Hn+1(TM)} +
{ [73(a)|a £ H2n-7(TM)} .
= {T 3 (a)| a £ H2n-7 (TK)}
since J7 ,(a) = 0 modulo zero indeterminacy by connecti­
vity condition on II and Poincare duality. ^  grid f are the 
secondary cohomology operations defined by the following 
relations in :
(5.2.2) ?(J3q4 ) 3qn_4 + Sqn~2Sq2 = 0 and
(5.2.3) (3q2Sq4):Jq2 + ^JS<l4)Sq4 = 0 #
x
Now the Thom space of a normal bundle j) of MxM in H 
for some sufficiently large integer N is the 3-dual of 
MxM U a point. Observe that = 0. Thus the normal bundle
^ of MxM is classified by a map into BSpin^ -^[3]. 3ince 
H^(B3pinN._2n[8j) = 0 ^ P ^ i o  zero on the Thom class of the 
universal bundle over 33pinj,_2n[8] . By naturality i3
zero on the Thom class of U . Therefore by Theorem 5.1.6 
f7^  is zero on H2n ^(MxM) modulo indeterminacy and is 
therefore zero modulo zero indeterminacy by Vu duality.
Let g :MxM — > TM be the map that collapses the complement of 
a tubular neighbourhood of the diagonal in MxM to a point. 
Then by the above argument g*(FX(a)) = P^(g*(a)) = 0
for all a € H2n” (^mj.T) ana since the indeterminacy 
Indet2n( Y TM) 0 by 'hi duality we conclude that ^  ^ (a)
Oy\ — *7is zero for all a £ H~" ‘(Til). Thus the proposition follows.
R3MARK. Indet_n( (£) , TM) can be seen to be zero modulo 
some undetermined primary operations on Uj,: the Thom class of
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TT
the tangent bundle of M 
Indet”n (0 , TM) C  
operation where ^ ^ is 
(5.2.4) (3q23q4)3<in"?
i. By Proposition 5.2.1, 4.2.6 
Y^ (UTr) modulo some primary cohomology 
associated with the relation in ©C 
+ X(8<l4)3qn - 3 + 3qn-23q3 = 0 .
By Theorem 4.4.5 TM is a sixth suspension and by an argument 
similar to Theorem 3.4.5 we see that
r V UK> = { V^n - f i - V -  ! = l ° i
= 0 modulo zero indeterminacy.
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5.2.5. A decomposition of relation (4.1.8)
Because of Remark 5.2.1 we modify the operation ©  so 
that it is defined on some cohomology class in Hn (MxM) by a 
decomposition of the relation (4.1.8). For convenience we 
write down the relations involved instead of the chain complex 
they define. We use the same symbol for the operation as well 
as for the relation that determines it.
1î Sq2Sqn -6 + Sq2 (Sqn-7 Sq1) = 0 ;
£  2: Sq2Sqn_5 + Sq1 (3qn_5 3q1) = 0 ;
^  3: 3q4Sqn-6+l(_(3q4)(3qn_7 3q1 )+ X.(3l4 )(8<in"93'l23q1) +
+ ?(_(3q4)(Sqn“8Sq2) = 0 ;
ty (Sq2 3q1 )3qn-5+3q1 3qn-3+Sq4 (Sqn-7 Sq1 )+3q2 (Sqn_7 3q2 Sq1)
+ 3q1 (Sqn-7 Sq3 3q1 ) 0 ;
^  5: Sq4Sqn_5+3q4 (3qn-73q2 )+Sq1 (3qn_53q3 )+Sq2 (3qn“7 Sq53q1)
= 0 ;
Sq43qn-5+3q2(3qn":5Sq2)+3q1 (3qn_33q3)+Sq1 (3qn_13q1 )
= 0 ;
Sq2(3qn-53q23q1 )+(3q43q2)(3qn_93q23q1) +
+ (3q53q1)(3qn~73q23q1)+(3q4Sq2)(3qn“S3q2)
+ 3q2(3q“~'3q23q^) = 0 ;
3q3(3qn"73q23q1)+3q1(3qn"53q23q1) = 0  ;
(3q23q1)(3qn-93q23q5)+Sq1(3qn“73q23q5)+
+ (3q23q1)3qn_7Sq23q1 + (3q43q23q1 )3qn“113q23q1 = 0; 
3q7(3qn_11 3q23a1 ) = 0 ;
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7 5: (Sq^Sq )(Sq3
^ g : (3q23q1 )(3q]
2 1 3 n_73q1) = 0 ; 
S n_8Sq2) = 0 and
(Sq2Sq1 )(Sq3i =5nn—9ç._ 1 ^ t CJ„ ^Sq2Sq1 )+(3q2Sq3 )(3qn“1 1 Sq23q1) = 0  .
It is not hard to see that there is a relation among the
above relations in ©I :
Cl ; (3q23q4) ^ 1 + 7(;(3q4)^3+3q2 ^ 1+3q^2+S(l5 ^3+3<l3?4
+ S^ 5 + 3*576+ 3*5?7 = 0 .
Using a similar argument to the proof of Theorem 3.5.1 
we obtain the following:
5.2.6. LEMT'A. notation as given by Diagram (2.1.4), 
There exist stable secondary cohomology operations 
i = 1 , . . . » 6  such that
The following is easily proven.:
5.2.7. L3KMA. There exists operations ^  i = 1,...,7
ich that ?7 fu ) = i 0 } modulo indeterminacy for(ivu33pinn C«y
= 1 * 2,..,5 and 7.
for i = 1 » 2 , 4  » 5 > 6 and
i
l ;
5.2.8. Now we take the universal example for the second­
ary cohomology operations of 5 .2 . 5 collectively. Furthermore 
we restrict the domain of the vector operation by intersect­
ing it with the kernels of 3qn~^Sq4Sq1, Sqn-% q 4Sq1, 3qn“^Sq43q.2,
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1  ■ and Sqn-8Sq4Sq2.1
Hk+n (Kk)OKer ( CT1 5 )0{3q11 k , 3q2 Zk}
C Ker(P*ik)nHk+n(Kk) for k > 1 5 .
5.2.9. PROPOSITION. Let k :P.| ^---> Kk be the univer­
sal example for the vector secondary cohomology operation 
of 5.2.5 as given by 5.2.8. Then with the choice of opera­
tions ^  for i = 1 , ...» 7 satisfying the conclusion of 
Lemma 5.2.7 and i= 1, 3 satisfying the conclusion of 
Lemma 5.2.6 there exists the following relation among them:
(5.2.10) (Sq^q4) ^ *  X.(3<14) Ç 3+Sq2 ^ + 3 q 3 ?2+Sq5
+ 3q3 £ 4+Sq5 ^ 5+3q5 >76+3q5 = 0 .
Hence there is defined a family of tertiary cohomology opera­
tions associated with the relation (5 .2 .1 0 ).
Proof. The relation il is essentially a decomposition 
of the relation giving (4.1.3). Therefore by naturality and 
Lemma 4.1.9 the expression on the left ban.’ side of (5.2.10) 
is equal to p* , (a) for some class a £ Hn+^(E. ) such that\ fK.
a £ {3q1t, , 3q2Zv J. 3ut by inspection we can require the re- 
presentatives of the operations involved in the left hand side
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P15to satisfy that O' J maps them to zero in addition to the con­
clusion of Lemma 5.2.7 and Lemma 5.2.6 for k > 15. Therefore 
by 5.2.8 p* k(a) = 0 for k > 15. It is clearly also zero when 
k < 15. Thi3 completes the proof of Proposition 5.2.9.
5.2.11. PROPOSITION. There exists a stable tertiary coho­
mology operation XI associated with the relation (5.2.10) 
such that H u t *)* (U^Sp-i"n£fn)) = 0^J m°dulo indeterminacy 
Indet2n(Q.,T33pinn_7L8]).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.2.9 and an argu­
ment similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2.9.
The following is immediate from Proposition 5.2.11:
5.2.12. COROLLARY. Let SI be the operation associated 
with the relation (5 .2 .1 0 ) where we replace ^  ^ and $ 3  by
/vy yv/ ~  #
^  1 and ^  y  Then _iU(T7l) (U33pin [3])) = (°l modulo indet-
O- 'W n
erminacy Indet_"(Jl ,T33pinn_7[8] ).
5.2.13. Let IL be the tertiary cohomology operation 
associated with the relation (5.2 .1 0 )* where all the secondary
relations are replace by those valid only on integral classes 
the rslations ^  and  ^replaced by ^   ^ and  ^
and the term (Sqn”8Sq~) is replaced by (S3qn 5 Iq2).
TH30RJ3'. Let M be a closed and connected manifold of 
dimension n H  7 (8 ) ^  1 5 . Suppose K is 5-oonnected mod 2 .
Let "5 be an n-plane bundle over M satisfying wn_7(£) = ? 1 {$ )
= 0 . Then C has at least 7 independent cross sections if 
and only if 0 £ SL (U|) •
Proof of Theorem 5.2.t3. The proof is analogous to the
. . . . . .  ' • ..... ’
proof of Theorem 4.4.3 part (3). It follows from Corollary
.
5.2.12, the Admissible Class Theorem 2.2.14» Theorem 4.4.3» 
the connectivity condition on M and the fact that no new 
non-trivial secondary indeterminacy is introduced. We leave 
the details to the reader.
^5.3. The Proof of Theorem 5.2.
Throughout the remainder of this chapter g: MxM— >TM 
will denote the map that collapses the complement of a tubular 
neighbourhood of the diagonal in MxM to a point. We shall 
prove Theorem 5.2 as a result of a series of preliminary 
technical facts. We assume the hypothesis of Theorem 5.2 on M.
5.3.1. The vanishing of some Wu classes.
Suppose M* is a compact, competed and smooth q-dimension- 
* "ttLal manifold, let vi £ denote the i Wu class of M' (
i.e. for each class u £ Hn~i(N^  Sqiu = u.vi .). Then for 
dimensional reason v^ = 0 for i >  q/2 . Furthermore we have
the following mild generalisation of a result of Mas'ey due 
to E. Thomas:
PR0P03ITICIT ( 3. Thomas ). Suppose M is a connected »
compact and smooth manifold satisfying
Wl (if) = W0 (M) = ... = w r(lf) = 0 for some non-negative
integer r. Then v^ = 0 unless i —  0 mod 2r+1
Proof of Theorem 5.2.t3. Th~ proof is analogous to the 
proof of Theorem 4.4.3 part (3). It follows from Corollary 
5.2.12, the Admissible Class Theorem 2.2.14» Theorem 4.4.3» 
the connectivity condition on M and the fact that no new 
non-trivial secondary indeterminacy is introduced. We leave 
the details tp the reader.
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^5.3. The Proof of Theorem 5.2.
Throughout the remainder of this chapter g: MxM— >TM 
will denote the map that collapses the complement of a tubular 
neighbourhood of the diagonal in MxM to a point. We shall 
prove Theorem 5*2 as a result of a series of preliminary 
technical facts.'We assume the hypothesis of Theorem 5.2 on M.
5.3.1. The vanishing of some Wu classes.
Suppose M*is a compact, connected and smooth q-dimension- 
al manifold, let v^ € H^ (lf) denote the i^h Wu class of M* ( 
i.e. for each class u € Hn-i("*) 3aiu = u.vi .). Then for 
dimensional reason v^ = 0 for i >  q/2 . Furthermore we have
the following mild generalisation of a result of Mas'ey due 
to S. Thomas:
PR0P03ITICIT ( 3. Thomas ). Suppose K'is a connected , 
compact and smooth manifold satisfying
w 1 (if) = W0(’>/) = ... = w r(K) = 0 for some non-negative
integer r. Then = 0 unless i —  0 mod 2r+1
Proof. The proof follows from an observation of E. Thomas
namely, that there is a decomposition
(5.3.2) Sq2 “5 *k+2J = Sq2 ^Sq2 ^+1 *k + " V  Sq^cC.
1=0 1
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where degree of c(^  = .m^ +2^ " for some positive
/ • integer m± ( 0 < i < J-1),
for each positive integer j and for k ^ 1 .  This decomposition
is readily derived from the Adem relations by induction and
the fact that for each positive integer m <  2*®
2^+^.k-m = 2? + 1 . 1  + 2^ where 2^ is the highest power
of 2 that divides m, for some integer 1  ^  1 .
5.3.3. Let K* be an odd dimensional connected and closed
manifold. Let U^, be the Thom class of its tangent bundle and
IL = S (Uj.j1)« Milnor Il231 gave the following decomposition: 
n/ 2  k j n/ 2  j k
U = ¿1 *i®Pn-i + *n-i® P i
j ,
where e\iu p n_.! = J*" is fundamental class of
K. Let Z :H (MxII)— » H*(IIxIi) be the isomorphism induced by
the map that interchanges the factors. Define A € Hn (!IxI-f) by 
n/ 2
k o „ jA = S 
i=1
Then U = A + TA .
fS-i •
Tho remainder of the section is devoted to showing that 
■0 ,(2 ) = 0 modulo aero indeterminacy.
5.3.34. PROPOSITION. Indet?n(Of TIT) = Indet2n (i2 ,MxK)
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H°(330jj[8]) = 0 for some sufficiently large IT ) to conclude
that r 4 is zero on H^n-^(MxK) modulo zero indeterminacy. Thus
. _
this shows that Indet'n (lL , KxM) = 0 modulo zero indeterminacy 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.3.4.
We have immediately the following:
5.3.6. PROPOSITION. Q  (UM ) = X K % )  and
S.*( s.) = GU*.) •
rKy* nFurthermore S T  (U.j) is zero if and only if JLL ( U )
is zero.
5.3.7. We now restrict our attention to the operationQ,.
&
Let XL be the tertiary cohomology operation associated with 
the relation (5 .2 .1 0 ) hut where we ignore ( that is it
need not be defined on the kernel of ^ g.
PROPOSITION. X L  is defined on A € Hn (lIxH) as defined 
in 5.3.3.
Proof. We only need to show that A is in the domain of 
the secondary cohomology operations ^
3214 f  7* This follows from the connect- 
vity condition on !' and the following proposition:
5.3.8. PROPOSITION. Sqn_SA = Sqn-73q1A = 3qn_J3q23q1A = 
= 0 and 3q,n~ 1 1 3q^3c1A = 0.
Proof. 3q.n~°A = 0 follows from t h e  fact that 3qn-°Hn (KxM) 
= 0 which is seen by using the Cartan formula» Lemma 5-3.1 and
the conn activity condition on K. We shall prove only
1'27
Sq.n ^Sq^Sq^A = 0 the other cases are similar.
Now dim M = n = 8s+7 for some integer s ^  1. 3y the 
Cartan formula» Lemma 5.3-1 and the connectivity condition
on M
0 = Sqn_1 1 3q23q1 (A + XA) = Sq1 1 - 1 1 (3q2Sq1A + Sq2Sq1tA )
- S + 5 3’4a''b4sS3'’-43»4a+7
V___________J  v_~V---
bidegree
---- v---
bidegree
(8s+7,8s-1) (3s-1,8s+7)
T43+7 __4, X. ^  TT 43 ifor some a43+?€ H4s+7 (M) and b4s € H 4s (M). 
This shows that 5qn _ 1 1 Sq2Sq1 A = 0 = Sq11“ 1 1 3q2 3q1t A .
Similarly Sqn_7Sq1A = Sq^^SqfSq1 A = 3qn-3 3q2An 9^ !c23n1A „ n-3q 2 ,
5.3.9. Proof of Theorem 5.2.
3y Proposition 5.3.4 Ind et ,11x11) = 0 modulo zero
?»
indeterminacy. Therefore _LL( U ) = Û, ( U_ ) modulo zero indet-
erminacy. Thus 
«a ■ar?
i l (  U.) = £ (  A +tA ) = ^ ( A )  +Jl(*A )
= 0 modulo zero indeterminacy.
M.Therefore this implies that \]_{ TT ) = 0. Hence JCT( u,.t) =
= £l( U„) = 0. Thus by Theorem 5.2.13, M has at least 7 
independent tangent vector fields. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 5.2.
R3PTARK. £2(U ) = 0 implies that 0 € (h )*(Um ) follows 
from the proof of this theorem. Alternatively one observes
1 *1 2 1Sq, Sq 3q A = 0 the other cases axe similar.
Now dim M = n = 8s+7 for some integer s ^  1. 3y the 
Cartan formula, Lemma 5.3.1 and the connectivity condition 
on M
0 = Sq11-1 13q2Sq1 (A + TA) = Sq11“ 1 1 (3q2Sq1A + Sq2Sq1tA )
- 2 + 2 3q4S~ \ 3a3l43.48<.7
bidegree bidegree
(8s+7 ,8s-1 ) (8s-1,8s+7)
•*
for some a ^ ^ S  H43+7 (M) and b4s € H4s (M.).
This shows that Sq11- 1 1 3q2Sq1 A = 0 = Sq11“ 1 1 3q23q1t A .
Similarly Sqn-7 3q1A = 3qn-93q23q1A = 3an_3 3q2A = 0.
5.3.9. Proof of Theorem 5.2.
By Proposition 5.3.4 Indet (IL, Mxll) = 0 modulo zero 
indeterminacy. Therefore _IL( U ) = XL ( £.) modulo zero indet­
erminacy. Thus
t=* ***■
_0.( u .) = & (  a  +IA ) = iL U )  + il( rA )
= 0 modulo zero indeterminacy.
Therefore this implies that Ail JT ) = 0. Hence XL ( u,.) =
= il ( =0. Thus by Theorem 5.2.13, M has at least 7
independent tangent vector fields. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 5«2.
R3FARK. Q{XJ ) = 0 implies that 0 € © * ( U n ) follows 
from the proof of this theorem. Alternatively one observes
¿r ^
that the representative of the operation o'0©  is actually 
determined by a representative for . By Theorem 4.4.3
TM is a sixth suspension. This and the proof of Theorem 5.2 
shows that 0 € ©*(17,^) .
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5.4» A Cohomology Operation related to
In thi3 section we make an observation about the vanish­
ing of a tertiary cohomology operation related to © o f  Chapter 
4 on the Thom class of the universal j-plane bundle on BSO^ [8] 
j ^ * 8 . This will help to understand the motivation behind 
the thinking of the last three sections.
5.4.1. Definition. Define the chain complex of free 01-
modules and -homomorphisms
& n
By
l. r\,
- — > c .
*■7 AJ
~  * C3
Cq is free on one generator Cq of degree 0 ;
rJ
C1 is free on generators { ■)» c i ^  n_g 1
where degree of c
A)
1 >i = 1
° 2  is free on gsnsrators ( o ^ ,  c2>n_2, o2 > n + 1 1
where degree of c, . = i •2» i
is free on one generator cx n+2 of degree n+2 ; 
sind the differentials are defined below:
d 1 c1 , 1  = 3<l1 c 0 5 d1 c1 ,2= 3q c0 ; d1 c1 ,n-6= 3q-n °c0 ;
d2c2,n= 3<l4^ 2cl,n-6 + 3^43iin"5c1,r
d2°2,n-2 - * 4°1 ,n - 6
5qn-3c1>1 + 3qn_'fc1j2;
d~c - 3an- ^ n3,2w2 ,n+1 = C1 , 1  + o^"n-:>3q“G1 , ; and
d3c5 ,n+2 = ^ S . n  + ^ 4 >c2 ,n- 2  + 3a-1 °2 ,n+ 1 *
Thus we see that Q is a modification of 6 n .
5.4.2. PROPOSITION. Gn is admissible. Furthermore it
r-*J
defines a tertiary cohomology operation ©  associated with 
the relation
(5.4.3) 3q2 (3q43q24>1) + 9(.(3q4 )<|>3 + Sq1 (Sq21-3^  ) = 0
where ^  and 4^ are "the sane as in §4.2.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.1.3 and lemma 4.1.9 
gives the relation (5 .4 .3 ).
5.4.4. Let (g) be the corresponding tertiary cohomology 
operation associated with obtained from by replacing
^ A
Cq by Cq ~ SC/ ©C 3q . Then we have the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION. ©  *(UM) = ©*(UjT) .
Proof. Since M is assumed to satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem 5.2, this follows from Proposition 5.2.1 and the 
connectivity condition on ’!.
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5.4.5.The Dual Complex X ( S J .
The dual complex of G ^  is defined "by 5-1.1 as follows:
ru ^9 r\j CL- 73
9 G0 ¿-,7 . C< *__!__ C,
do u di
\ ( S n ) ; C 3  <— --------  u 2  <------------- U 1 <---------------  " 0
where
d3c2,n = 3q °3 >n+2 ’ d3°2 ,n- 2  = 3q c3 ,:a+2 ; 
d3°2,n+1 = Sq1 c3 ,n+2 :
d2=1,1 = X S 2 n" 5 ) K ( 3 q4) c 2>n + ^ ( 3 q n- 3 ) c 2 f n _ 2 +
^C(3q5)X(3qn-3)c2>n+1;
V i , 2 - ^(3qn-4)c2>n_2 + 3q2^ ( 3 q ^ 3 ) ^ fn+1.
a
m
>•
d2°1 ,n- 6  = 3<l-?\JSq )c2>n + ?<j3q4)c2>n_ 2 and
V C0 = 3<l1°1,1 + S(l2°1,2 + X(3qn- 6 )c1>n_6 .
PROPOSITION. 7^( is admissible in the sense of
C.R..F. Maunder.
Proof. Since is admissible this follows from 
Theorem 4.3.1 of Maunder [2 l] •
This result however does not tell us anything about the 
choice of the operations involved. We shall choose some 
suitable choice for the secondary cohomology operation
associated with the portion
d~ x^7 rJ
c .
of This gives a vector secondary cohomology opera­
tion (L^ / »if 3 ' where ij" 1 > ^  2» and ^  ^  are the secondary
cohomology operations associated with the relations:
1 : (7\j3qn-';)X. (Sq4))Sq2+X,(3qn-3)Sq4+ (Sq2Sq1
+ (Sq2Sq1 X,(3qn"3))3q1 =0 ; 
l£2: 7L(3qn_;)3q4 + (3q2^(3qn-3))3q1 = 0 and
■q>3: (3q2^(3q4))3q2 + 7[(3q4)3n4 = 0 .
Therefore an operation will be associated with a
relation of the form
?(_(©): 301 1 + 1q?lJ2 + 7\j3qn_6)lp3 - 0 .
From some tedious manipulation of the Aden relations 
i n 6t,we derive) the following proposition:
^  2 = (7L(3<in _15)3<l7 3<l3 3q1+3q5 )CX3'in _7))g 2
+ 3q2 70(3qn_7 )2 3 + 9C(3qn_8)g4 and
3 = 3q6g 1 + 3q53q1g2 + (3q3+3q23q1 )g? +■g+
where g^, g2> g^ and g^ are the secondary cohomology opera­
tions defined by
g 1 : 3q1 3q1 = 0 ,
g2: Sq2Sq2 + Sq53q1 = 0 ,
g>-y (3q“3q1 )3q2 + 3q43q1 + 3q1 3q4 = 0 and
g4: 3q43q4 + 3q63q2 + 3q73q1 = 0
respectively.
Ihs following is a well known result,. I believe it is
due to L. Rristensen.
5.4.7. PR0?03I?I0IT. In the stable Postnikov system
W6 lldVO
■jT ( N >  15 ) with k-invariant (3q1 1 -r> 3q°Z 
the following generating set of relations
n w m m u m T
-g.
Thus the OL -module structure of H (B1) is completely 
determined.
We defer the proof of Proposition 5«4.7 to the end of 
this section.
The next proposition gives us the choice of the operat- 
ion associated with "X.(Sn) that we wanted. It is a conse­
quence of some tedious manipulation with the idem relations 
in Q[.
5.4.8. PROPOSITION, let the secondary cohomology 
operations il' 4  2 and i ^  be given by Proposition 5*4.6. 
Then there is a choice of representative for the tertiary 
cohomology operation associated with the chain complex
n) such that
) = X(*in ~ 1 3 > ?4 +(3q3 ^(3qn"7 )+3q1 x: (3qn*5) +
+ 7l(3qn"1 5 )3q83q23q1 + 7L(Sqn‘7 )3q2 3q1 )V 2 
+ (7L(3qn— 1 5 )Sq8Sq6 + X (3an“7 )3q6
+ X(^qn"15)3q14)^
whenever the right hand side is defined where ?? ^  i = 1 > 2 
and 4 are the ( stable) tertiary cohomology operations 
associated with the relations R± i = 1,2 and 4 of Proposition 
5.4 . 7  respectively.
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5.4.9. THEOREM. 7\J. ®  ) (uB3pin [;8]) = l 0 ) modulo
Indeterminacy Indet ( ( ©), T33pinj,j.£8’J) where
TBSpin^CS^ is the Thom space of the Universal 
U-plane bundle over 3Spinjj£8] IT ^  15 and
U is its Thom class.BSpin^ [8]
Proof. Por dimensional reason g.. n ) = 0  for
i = 1,2,3 and 4. Hence i = 1,2 and 4 are defined on 
U3Spinir[8] ‘ A«ain for dimensional reason ) = 0
for i = 1,2 and 4 and IT :> 15. The Theorem then follows from 
Proposition 5 .4.8 .
5.4.10. The Proof of Proposition 5.4.7.
The relations R^ i =1,2 and. 3 are easily established 
by using the exact sequence for the principal fibration 
p: E1— f IT >: 15. By exactness
Sq.1 3gt (Z,T) + 3q1 1 g2(^ lT) + = e(-3q1 4 U)
whereas and Lis the fundamental class of E 1 . To see 
that «( = 0 we apply the above equation to UP ^ ir1 ^  'fco Sive
0 = S q ^ S iC S sp U ijjtg ]) + 3 9 11S 2 (TJBip in liC83^
+ Sq'g4 (U33pi rg}) ( for dimensional reason )
= ^ ^  ^U3dpin^S] ^ = U3 3pinir(8]* wl 4 *
Since ^ 0 we conclude that <£ = 0. This shows that the
relation R, exists. Hence this completes the proof of Propo- 
sition 5.4*7.
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